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ABSTRACT 
 
Full Name : [Ayyoub Wael Abel Muniem Al Hourani] 

Thesis Title : [Evaluation of Geomagnetically Induced Currents Effects on Power 
Transformers] 

Major Field : [Electrical Engineering] 

Date of Degree : [January 2018] 

 
Power transformers are one of the major components in power system that might be 

negatively affected by Geomagnetically Disturbances (GMD). During the magnetic storm, 

the magnetic field of the earth might be disturbed, thus generating induced voltages that 

might create undesired currents into power network. This thesis attempts to address the 

major effects of those induced Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GIC) on power 

transformers through addressing the part-cycle saturation and its impact on core losses, 

core noise, core temperature rise and reactive power absorption. Additional stray losses 

generated in windings and transformers structural parts due to the part-cycle saturation are 

investigated in this thesis using Finite Element Method (FEM) tool, FEMM.  

This thesis aims to support power transformers designers with a comprehensive study of 

major effects of GIC phenomena on power transformers, and provide designers with a 

certain power transformers design techniques to investigate the major effects of a certain 

GIC level that transformers must survive against it. An actual power transformer 

parameters of 60 MVA, 132/13.8 kV have been used in all of conducted simulations. A 

Finite Element Method (FEMM) tool and PSCAD software are utilized in this evaluation. 

A certain modifications on existing 60 MVA power transformer have been proposed to 

improve the withstand ability level against GIC event. Such as redesigning the top and 
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bottom parts of windings, utilizing upgraded low loss core material, enhance the cooling 

mechanism of core and designing a transformer with the lower number of turns to reduce 

the Magnetomotive Force (MMF) during GIC event. A cost-benefit study has been also 

conducted to find out the cost impact of generating transformer that can survive against the 

certain level of GIC currents.   
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 ملخص الرسالة
 

 أیوب وائل عبد المنعم الحوراني االسم الكامل:
 

 تقییم تأثیر التیارات الجیومغناطیسیة على عمل محوالت الطاقة الكھربائیة :عنوان الرسالة
 

 الھندسة الكھربائیة التخصص:
 

 ھـ1439ربیع األول  –م 2018 كانون الثاني تاریخ الدرجة العلمیة:
 
 

لشبكة الكھربائیة، وتعتبر من أكثر مكونات الشبكة الكھربائیة عمراً، وھي أھم عناصر ا یة أحد تمثل المحوالت الكھربائ

یر عدة ظروف غل تتعرض قد من العناصر ذات الوثوق المرتفع جداً. خالل فترة خدمة المحوالت بالشبكة الكھربائیة

عادیة قد تسبب اعطاالً لھا إن لم تكن ھذه المحوالت مصممھ لتحملھا. واحد من ھذة الحاالت التي قد تتعرض لھا 

محوالت الطاقة الكھربائیة ھي التیارات الجیومغناطیسة المولدة بسبب اإلضرابات الجیومغناطیسیة المنبعثة من الشمس 

سیة تأثر بشكل سلبي على أداء المحوالت من خالل قیادة المحول خالل فترة ذروة نشاطھا. ھذة التیارات الجیومغناطی

 ئي الممغنط، مما قد یؤثر على ارتفاعللعمل في مراحل اإلشباع للقلب الحدیدي، مما قد یزید من سحب التیار الكھربا

 المحول من الخدمة. لحد المسموح بھ وبالنھایة قد نفقددرجات الحرارة لتتجاوز ا

 

المحوالت الكھربائیة بالتیارات الجیومغناطیسیة، جمیع األجزاء المتأئرة في  ھو كشف وتحدیدھدف ھذه الدراسة 

ظروف. قامت ھذة الدراسة على الباإلضافة الى طرح الحلول لزیادة قدرة المحوالت الكھربائیة على تحمل مثل ھذه 

میجا فولت أمبیر  60ربیة السعودیة، وھو تفاضیل محمول حقیقي موجود في الخدمة حالیاً في المملكة العاالستناد الى 

كیلو فولت. باألضافة الى دراسة تأثیر جمیع الحلول المطروحة على سعر المحول وأختیار  132/13.8بفولتیة قدرھا  

) القائمة FEMMاألنسب حسب الظروف التي سیخدم بھا المحول. كما تم عمل عدة نماذج للمحول باستخدام برامج (

ء المحددة لمحاكاة سلوك المحول ومحاكاة كمیة المجال المغناطیسي المفقود. وقد تم استخدام برنامج على مبدأ األجزا

)PSCAD.لدراسة العالقة ما بین التیارات الجیومغناطیسیة وكمیة الطاقة المسحوبة من المحول (  
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1 CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

  

1.1 Overview 

Fluctuations of solar radiation stream passing the earth's atmosphere, which has a peak 

every 11 years, might affect the earth's magnetic field, and thus Geomagnetically 

Induced Currents (GIC) appear in the power network. The main characteristics of these 

currents are considered as very low frequency currents, thus viewed as Direct Currents 

(DC), which might cause malfunctions in power network and lead to regional blackout, 

which can also incur large costs and risk to society. A Geomagnetic Disturbance 

(GMD) can last few days and continually generates the low frequency GIC currents. 

The common signature of the GIC current is Low to moderate magnitudes of GIC 

current last for several hours, interrupted by short-duration with high-peak pulses. 

The sun has solar activities that occur all the time, but every 11 years on an average 

these activities peak occur. Geomagnetic Disturbance (GMD) might negatively affect 

the operation of the electric power systems that are located in high geomagnetic latitude 

zones. The most severe reported GMD events due to peak solar activities were in March 

1989, in that event the Hydro Quebec high voltage transmission network in Canada 

experienced blackout. Investigations have shown that the failed transformers saturated 

due to flow Geomagnetically Induced Current (GIC). 
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This event had open researchers’ eyes to the importance of investigation of such a 

phenomena to evaluate and assess the effects of GMD and GIC on major high voltage 

network components, specifically the power transformers. 

Power transformers lifespan is comparatively very long. On an average, it is between 

25 to 30 years. During such a long life period, the transformer quality index should be 

very high to survive not only under normal operating conditions but also to several 

abnormal conditions. Taking into account all expected abnormal conditions during the 

design stages of power transformers will definitely help to withstand such severe 

conditions. 

The flow of GIC current through power transformers can cause part-cycle saturation. 

Which will increase reactive power absorption, current harmonic generation, system 

voltage instability, transformer overheating and eventually failure and breakdown of 

transformers. Therefore, an accurate assessment of the GIC and its effect on power 

system during a given GMD is very important. 

There have been many reported significant GMD events that forced the transformers to 

be taken out of service for some weeks, and in some cases caused a blackout for a few 

hours in Canada in 1989, in South Africa 2003 and 2004 and in Sweden in 2003. 

Since 1989, after the Hydro Quebec system collapse, certain GIC levels constraints 

started appearing in many transformers specifications. Those constraints of GIC 

currents have been specified based on detailed study of geomagnetic locations, high 

voltage power system parameters and earth conductivity. Power transformers 

manufacturers have to prove the capabilities of their transformers to those GIC levels. 
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1.2 Thesis Motivations 

Based on the survey conducted on several power transformers manufacturers (in Europe 

and Canada), the lack of understanding of GIC phenomena and its impact on 

transformers have been figured out. In addition to that, no specific design techniques 

are followed in many power transformers manufacturers to overcome the GIC effect on 

power transformers. This thesis comes to fill this gap and gives some certain accurate 

techniques to evaluate the GIC effects and improve transformer design to survive when 

GIC phenomena occur. The cost-benefits study of the improved transformer design is 

conducted at the end of this thesis to help entities to decide to invest more in power 

transformers to obtain stronger transformers against GMD. 
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1.3 Thesis Objectives 

This thesis comes to support power transformers designers with a comprehensive study 

of major effects of GIC phenomena on power transformers, and provide designers with 

a certain power transformers design techniques to investigate the major effects of a 

certain GIC level that transformers must survive against it. The main thesis objectives 

are summarized as follows:  

1. To conduct a detailed literature review on GIC. The purpose is to have a clear 

understanding of GIC phenomena and identify the impact of GIC on power 

transformers. 

2. To evaluate the impact of GIC on the selected power transformer.  A Finite 

Element Method (FEM) tool and PSCAD software are utilized in this 

evaluation. 

3. To propose power transformer design techniques taking into account the GIC 

phenomena into consideration, to improve power transformers withstand ability 

level against GIC phenomena. 

4. To evaluate cost-benefits of the proposed design techniques. 
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1.4 Thesis Contributions 

The main thesis contributions can be summarized in the followings points: 

1. Modeling power transformers using Finite Elements Method (FEM) during the 

GIC phenomena. Two detailed FEM models have been created to simulate the 

power transformer behavior when subjected to such a phenomena. The first 

model is to find out the exact excessive induction of transformer core, and the 

second model is to evaluate the additional stray losses that might occur. 

2. Modeling of power transformer response to the GIC phenomena using a 

PSCAD tool. The saturation behavior of power transformer has been modeled 

using the PSCAD to find out the relationship between GIC levels and absorb 

reactive power. 

3. Evaluate the eddy current losses in windings using FEMM tool, by finding out 

the exact leakage flux components (axial and radial) and to control it by 

redesigning the winding parts where the radial leakage flux densities are 

dominant. 

4. Specify the main locations in power transformer where magnetic shunts should 

be added in parallel with steel structure parts to avoid any hotspot creation (Tank 

Wall, Core Clamps), Based on FEM analysis of magnetic leakage flux 

distribution. 

5. Propose design techniques that reduce the effects of GIC level on power 

transformers with their cost-benefits analysis, such that core design, windings 

design, utilizing non-magnetic materials in tank structure. 
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1.5 Thesis Structure 

Besides the introduction, the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives a literature 

review on conducted researches related to GIC phenomena and its impact on power 

transformers. Chapter 3 studies the GIC characteristics and its effects on power 

transformers. Chapter 4 states the problem formulation and methodology. Chapter 5 

discusses the three models of power transformer to evaluate and investigate the effects 

of GIC on power transformers (two FEM models and one PSCAD simulation), in 

addition to discussing the proposed improved design techniques with cost-benefits 

analysis. Chapter 6 presents the main conclusion points and the scope of a proposed 

recommendation regarding future work.   
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2 CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This chapter presents a review of the literature published related to GIC impacts on 

power transformers.  

 

2.1 Conducted Researches. 
 

Many researchers addressed the GIC phenomena over the last 30 years. The main GIC 

effects on power transformers have been studied using a mathematical model, that 

explicitly incorporating the electric and magnetic circuits in [2]. Many transformers 

types connected to National Grid in England and Wales have been used in this study to 

predict the main GIC effects. The proposed model has been validated by conducting 

DC injection tests on various types of transformers. Finite Element Method (FEM) 

techniques have been also utilized to find out the losses and increased temperature rises 

of different transformer components.  

The increase in tank losses due to increase in the leakage flux entering into the 

transformer tank wall caused by GIC current have been investigated using 2-D FEM 

analysis in [7]. The main factors that affect the tank loss increase with GIC have been 

determined for different transformer types. Furthermore, the impact of installing the 

tank wall shunt on the inner surface on tank losses increase has been also investigated 

in [7]. 
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The main impacts of GIC phenomena on power transformers, capacitive components 

and relays in power system network have been qualitatively and quantitatively studied 

in [4]. The main cases of transformers failure or overheating reported in North America 

and around the world, caused by GIC have been shortlisted and explained in [4]. 

The main impact on the growing of GIC has been studied in [9]. These include the 

conductor’s resistances and structures, transmission lines length, type of transformers, 

substation grounding resistance and the network topology. The behavior of a specific 

power transformer design and rating under different GIC current levels with different 

loading conditions, in the presence of non-magnetic stainless steel, to limit local 

overheating, have been simulated using 3-D FEM analysis in [9], to find out the 

maximum GIC current levels the transformer can withstand without damage. 

In addition to neutral blocking devices, many mitigation techniques have been proposed 

in the literature. A mitigation technique that consists of connecting switching devices 

at transformer neutral grounding connection point have been proposed to reduce the 

effects of GIC on power system [27]. Another mitigation technique that eliminates the 

detrimental effects of Earth Return Currents (ERC) of HVDC transmission is proposed 

in [28]. This technique is called the potential compensation method, in brief by 

balancing the network DC voltage by adjusting the DC voltage equilibrium of AC 

power systems. 

The behavior of three-phase power transformers with various core constructions in the 

presence of GIC has been investigated in [11]. In addition, the main significant 

parameters that can affect the reactive power consumption during GIC event have been 

highlighted. The paper concluded that for accurate power system study dealing with the 

GIC, the transformer dynamics should be considered. 
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To determine the main effect of DC offset on power loss and excitation current of the 

iron core, a measurement system for grain-oriented electrical steel single sheet sample 

has been conducted, a sinusoidal magnetic flux density with superimposed DC 

component have been applied on single sheet tester with certain levels. The results 

showed large addition in power losses and large increases to the magnetizing current as 

per [26]. 

As the transformers inductance values change from un-saturated values to saturated 

ones every cycle, the growth of GIC function of transformers effective inductances have 

been illustrated in [10]. The transformer inductance can limit the high GIC variations 

produced by the high electric fields. This paper studied the interaction between 

transformers and GIC. 

The semi-cycle saturation effect resulting from the DC-biased excitation of the 

magnetic core has been explained in [6]. This phenomena has been numerically 

modeled and applied to different transformer designs. The no-load and different on-

load conditions analysis have been performed and addressed in [6]. 

A methodology to investigate both the effect of GIC on power transformer as a function 

of GIC magnitude, and the transformer designs withstand ability for a wide range of 

magnitude and duration of GIC pulses have been proposed in [3]. It includes the 

calculation of magnetizing current with associated VAR swings and harmonics. This is 

to find out the increase in core loss, core noise and load losses. 

The acceptable DC current limit to the certain construction of power transformer with 

the resulted temperature rises of different transformer components have been 

investigated in [24] using FEM simulation and analytical studies. 
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The harmonics content of excitation current and reactive power consumption of power 

transformer with DC biased caused by GIC or HVDC transmission system in monopole 

grounding return mode have been analyzed in [25] based on piecewise iron core model.  

There have been many reported significant GMD events that forced the transformers to 

be taken out of service for some weeks, and in some cases caused a blackout for a few 

hours in Canada in 1989, in South Africa 2003 and 2004 and in Sweden in 2003 [4]. 

High voltage networks are more affected by geomagnetic storm than lower voltage 

system. Thus an accurate modeling of the interaction between the high voltage power 

system (EHV and UHV) and a specific severity level of GMD has been presented in 

[13]. In March 1989, in Quebec province of Canada, more than 6 million people had 

blackout for about 9 hours in addition to the possibility of damaging large power 

transformers. 

The model focus on the time and spatial changes of geomagnetic fields during a storm 

in order to evaluate the GIC currents that will flow in power system network. The model 

has utilized the collected data in North America over 20 years. As a result, a computer 

model that determines the variation in B-field has been created. The second approach 

in [13] was to create a model for earth conductivity, to specifically determine the 

changes in induced earth surface electric fields. Then the electric networks have been 

also modeled to find out the exact generated GIC currents values. So in [13] three 

models have been created, the first is to simulate the magnetic field density, the second 

is to simulate the earth parameters and the induced electric fields and the third to find 

out the GIC value. The complete model has been validated by comparing its results 

with observed GIC values in past. 
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One of the main projects in GIC assessments is the one conducted on the Swiss network 

in [14]. A specific GMD cases of the Swiss transmission network have been studied 

and numerically evaluated based on reported GMD events in the past. The conclusion 

of this study stated that the overall risk level occurred by geomagnetic disturbances in 

Swiss network is relatively low as the Swiss network can survive against those low GIC 

levels. 

In Switzerland, a geomagnetic storm can generate about 0.2 V/m, and in the worst case 

not more than 0.5 V/m, wherein Scandinavian counties the voltage per kilometer range 

is from 1 to 7 V/m that can be observed. That is why the GIC effects in Switzerland 

would not be that significant. However, the whole Switzerland electric system 

parameters have been modeled for the exact evaluation of the impact of GIC current 

that might be induced in the worst case, which is 11 A in 380 kV network. The study 

has also considered the 1 V/km, which is not realistic in Switzerland networks. It found 

that the GIC currents would be still not exceeding 20 A. Which is acceptable to Swiss 

transmission network. 

On the basis of reported GIC cases in Chinese electric network of 500 kV, and the 

calculated GIC values for 750 kV, an estimation of GMD risk on the future Chinese 

UHV network 1000 kV has been highlighted in [15]. The purpose of this study is to 

overcome all the issues related to the expected high GIC current that might flow in the 

upgraded UHV network. UHV network has much lower DC resistance, DC resistance 

for 1000 kV UHV is lower than of 500 kV. The risk assessment has been made for 1000 

kV based on historical data and estimated new network model.  

The GIC impact is usually most severe in the areas closer to the earth poles rather than 

the central ones, but based on the historical records, no place in Europe is 100% safe 
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from such solar storm phenomena. The Austrian power grid has been modeled to 

evaluate the effects of such a phenomena on its network in [16]. Austria is located in 

central of Europe, where it is considered mid-latitude region for GMD. The model has 

made based of the same conditions recorded in March 2015. The peak GIC found 10 

A, which is low value due to DC resistance of Austria network.   

The GIC impact on 400 kV power system in Finland has been conducted in [17]. 

Finland is located in a zone where a GIC is frequently generated due to solar storms. A 

continuous GIC monitoring system was installed on 400 kV network to monitor and 

record all the GMD events. Finland had experience of 200 A for 1 minute on March 

24th, 1991, without reported equipment failure or major malfunctioning. Finland is 

applying a special test of DC magnetization on all transformers at sites to record the 

network behavior and take the safe operation precaution. The detailed DC procedure 

and measured values are represented in [17]. 

To improve the modeling of geomagnetically induced current, the substation grounding 

resistance is removed and an alternative algorithm is provided in [35] to estimate the 

resistances from the GIC measurements. An analytical technique is developed in this 

paper which derives the substation grounding resistance from the GIC measurements. 

In [36], a model relates the GIC current with its deriving electric field is proposed and 

validated based on actual collected data from American Transmission Company. 

A spatial model of the power grid with the ring configuration that allows considering a 

geographical arrangement of the power transformers in the geomagnetically induced 

current calculation is presented in [37]. It concludes that ring configuration of power 

grid causes the highest impact on power transformers. 
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All of the above studies have considered the no-load operation condition. In this thesis, 

the no-load and different loaded conditions will be studied during GIC event. The 

approach of finding out an accurate magnetic density shift in this thesis is by using FEM 

analysis, wherein other researches no clear approaches have been stated. The detailed 

losses during GIC event will be evaluated in this thesis. In contrast, others have focused 

on no-load and resistive load losses only, two of them have studied the stray losses in 

structural parts.  

Furthermore, none of the above researchers have proposed new design techniques to 

survive against certain GIC level. In this thesis, a comprehensive study of the effects of 

GIC on power transformers will be taken place, and improved transformer design 

techniques using FEM tool will be investigated to overcome the GIC phenomena. 
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3 CHAPTER 3  

GEOMAGNETIC INDUCED CURRENT 

PHENOMENA 

 

This chapter addresses the basics of GIC phenomena and the major affected parts in 

power transformers during the GIC event. It will also present the main reported GIC 

events worldwide since 1989.  

 

3.1 Basics of GMD and GIC Phenomena. 
 

Strong and complex magnetic fields are produced due to various events that occur on 

the surface of the sun. Sun activities and the ejection of plasma, due to coronal mass 

ejections (CME) and high speed solar wind streams, and its interaction with the earth’s 

magnetic field can cause a disturbance of the magnetic field of the earth. This naturally 

occurring phenomenon in the earth’s magnetic field called a Geomagnetic Disturbance 

(GMD). 

The changing magnetic field induces currents/voltages in the loops formed by 

transmission lines, grounded-wye transformers, that are the entry points, and the paths 

through the earth between the transformer neutrals. The earth surface potential 

(geoelectric field) can also be changed, resulting in the flow of Geomagnetically 

Induced Current (GIC) as shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1, Flow of GIC in a power network. 

 

GIC is quasi-dc current because of its generally low frequency, typically 0.01 Hz to 0.5 

Hz. A GMD event might last few days, and continually generates varying levels of GIC 

(low to moderate). The GIC risk is not uniform across the power system. It depends 

highly on the actual characteristics of the GMD event and each part of the power 

system. The main factors that play critical roles in determining the risk exposures to 

power transformers are: Geographical region, local soil resistivity, coastal effect, 

network topology, design and technical specification of the power transformer, storm 

duration, storm intensity, loading and many others [1]. 

The flow of GIC current can cause part-cycle saturation in power transformers that can 

increase reactive power absorption, current harmonic generation, system voltage 

instability, transformer heating and eventually failure and breakdown of transformers. 

Therefore, an accurate assessment of the GIC and its effect on power system during a 

given GMD is very important. The GIC flow through the transformer is described in 

Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2, GIC flow through grounded neutral connections of power transformers. 

 

When the induced voltage, Vinduced, appears in the power system, almost all of this 

voltage appears initially across the unsaturated transformers magnetizing inductances. 

This is because transformers inductances are much greater than those of the 

transmission lines. The induced voltage has a very low frequency (quasi-dc). It causes 

an increase in the DC flux density offset, allowing only a small amount of DC current 

to flow. This continues till the transformer core flux density reaches the saturation level.  

The magnitude of magnetic flux density shift from the normal operating point 

depending on the magnitude of the injected DC current, number of turns of HV 

winding, and the magnitude of equivalent reluctance to DC flux path. As a result, the 

DC flux will add to the amplitude of the flux (AC one) in one-half cycle and subtract 

from the amplitude of the flux in the second half cycle as shown in Figure 3.3.  
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Figure 3.3, Flux density shift caused by DC current [1]. 

 

When the DC flux is large enough, the peak combined flux density (AC+DC) in the 

core across the linear region and the knee point in one half of the cycle result in core 

saturation for a small part of a cycle. This is referred to as part-cycle saturation. Figure 

3.4 shows the (B-I) magnetic flux density-current characteristics. It represents the B-H 

curve of magnetic core material since magnetic field strength (H) is proportional to 

current. The B-H curve characteristics of the transformers core materials are nonlinear. 

Higher reluctance will be provided by core for higher magnitudes of DC and therefore 

results in a smaller incremental in the flux density shift and a higher peak magnetizing 

current pulse.  

Three-leg cores construction transformers provide a high reluctance path to additional 

DC flux. The high reluctance path of DC flux from the top yoke to the tank top cover, 

to the transformer tank walls, then return to the core bottom yoke through also high 

reluctance path from the transformer tank bottom. This core type is less susceptible to 

part-cycle core saturation. However, it is susceptible to high magnitudes of magnetizing 
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current. Single-phase, shell form, and five-leg core form transformers present lower 

reluctance to the DC flux within the core. They are more susceptible to part-cycle core 

saturation at lower levels of DC [1]. 

 

Figure 3.4, Effect of DC, Part-cycle (Half-cycle) saturation of transformer core [1]. 

 

The high-magnetizing currents, resulting from core saturation, will increase the amount 

of absorbed reactive power by the transformer. The reactive power (VAR) demand will 

experience an increase during the flow of GIC. The transformer magnetizing current 

pulse creates significant amounts of harmonics into the power system. Additionally, 

during the short duration of core saturation, due to the flow of GIC current in one 

winding, a lower voltage than rated voltage is induced in the other transformer windings 

of that phase resulting in an asymmetrical three-phase voltage condition [1]. 
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The high magnitude of stray flux is produced from high magnetization current. This 

results in high eddy losses in the transformer windings, and structural parts of the 

transformer, causing corresponding increases in losses and temperatures. Also, as the 

core saturates, part of the main flux strays to tie plates, tank, windings, etc. causing 

higher losses and temperatures in these parts. However, due to the short duration of 

high level GIC pulses, the temperature rises in the windings and structural parts are 

much smaller than those calculated for DC current.  

Additionally, as the core saturates, the pattern of the leakage flux changes causing 

higher circulating currents and winding overheating. This can happen at relatively low 

levels of GIC. 

Other effects of part-cycle saturation are higher core sound levels, tank vibrations, and 

load sound levels during the GMD event. In addition, there is a significant increase in 

core losses during of the GIC pulse. If the core is not well designed to cool down 

substantially, the core hot-spot temperature will increase.  

The above introductory remarks highlight the importance of studying the impact of GIC 

on power transformers. This thesis is an effort in that direction. 
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3.2  GIC Characteristics. 
 

Fluctuations of solar radiation stream passing the earth's atmosphere might affect the 

earth's magnetic field, and thus GIC currents appear in the power network. The main 

characteristics of these currents are considered as very low frequency currents, thus 

viewed as Direct Currents, which might cause malfunctions in power network and lead 

to regional blackout, which can also incur large costs and risk to society.  

The actual signature of GIC current that had been detected in March 1989, in Canada 

is illustrated in Figure 3.5. It shows that the GIC peaks occurred for a short period of 

time separated by many hours, where low to moderate levels were dominant. In term 

of transformers components thermal time constants, each GIC peak can be taken as an 

isolated event.  

A GMD can last few days and continually generates the low frequency GIC currents 

(quasi-dc current), typically 0.01 Hz to 0.5 Hz. The common signature of the GIC 

current is low to moderate magnitudes of which lasts for several hours, interrupted by 

short-duration with high-peak pulses. Figure 3.5 shows an example of GIC signature 

made at the Ottawa magnetic observatory in Canada during the GMD that occurred on 

March 1989 [1]. 
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Figure 3.5, GIC profile at the Ottawa in Canada during the GMD that occurred in March 1989. 

 

A simplified GIC signature, where GIC current is considered as a DC current for a short 

period of time is based on observation and study of large number of reported GIC 

events. For thermal evaluation of GIC effects on power transformer, each GIC level can 

be studied separately. The same has been proposed in NERC thermal assessment 

document [33]. 

The base and peak GIC level with their duration might be specified to the power 

transformer to be thermally evaluated. These parameters would be specified on the basis 

of system study of previously reported cases and response of the different transformers 

on the grid to a reference GMD event.   
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3.3 Effects of GIC on Power Transformers. 
 

The main GIC effects on power transformer can be categorized under two main 

categories, core related and winding and structural parts related, as below:  

1. Increased core losses, core noise, and core magnetizing current.  

2. Increased load losses, the resistive and stray losses in windings and structural 

parts. 

In the following sections, detailed effects of GIC phenomena on different transformer 

parts are discussed. 

 

3.3.1 GIC Impact on Magnetic Induction 
 

One of the main parameters that decide the size and cost of a transformer is the magnetic 

induction level. The higher the induction used, the smaller and cheaper the transformer 

will be. Transformers manufacturers tend to maximize the induction level of the core 

to the maximum allowed level, taking into account the followings limitations of finding 

out maximum nominal induction level: 

I. Material Limitation: The saturation value of the core material is a natural 

limitation in a transformer. A typical saturation level is between 2.0 and 2.05 

Tesla. In practical life, the maximum nominal induction level is 1.85 T for 

Conventional Grain Oriented materials (CGO Material), and 1.9 T for High 

Induction grain-oriented materials (HiB Material). 

II. Continuous Overvoltage Limitation: The induction level has to be reduced 

according to a specified continues overvoltage’s in standards or customers 
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specification. As a general rule, the nominal voltage over the maximum voltage 

multiplied by 2 Tesla will provide the maximum allowed induction for certain 

overvoltage level. 

III. Time-limited Over-excitation Duration: In many customers specification of 

generator transformers, a time-limited overvoltage duration is specified, for 

example, 120% over excitation for 60 seconds. Thus those short durations of 

over-excitation can be achieved only if the induction level is below a certain 

level, in this case 1.75 T [31]. 

In addition to all of above criteria, the highly expected GIC level that might be injected 

into transformers should be also taken into consideration. GIC current will cause a DC 

shift in operating nominal flux density. This might lead the core to saturation region, 

which in turns will force the transformer to draw high current with rich of harmonic 

contents. Furthermore, the volt per turn might also vary due to change of the operating 

flux density, as there is a direct relationship between the volt per turn and magnetic flux 

[31].  

 
𝑣𝑣
𝑡𝑡

=
𝜋𝜋
√2

∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼 ∗ 𝐵𝐵 ∗
𝑓𝑓

50
∗ 10−4 (3.1) 

Where: 

𝑣𝑣
𝑡𝑡
: Volt per turn (V/turn). 

𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼: Core leg cross sectional area (mm2). 

𝐵𝐵: Core leg induction level (T). 

𝑓𝑓: Frequency (Hz). 
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The magnitude of additional DC flux will be determined by three main factors: the 

magnitude of the GIC current, number of turns in which the GIC current will flow, and 

the reluctance of the path of the DC flux as per the following equation (3.2). 

 ∅𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼 =
𝑁𝑁 ∗ 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

ℛ
 (3.2) 

Where: 

∅𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼: DC flux shift. 

𝑁𝑁: Number of turns. 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼: GIC current (A). 

ℛ: Reluctance. 

The reluctance value is not a constant and it depends on the level of core saturation. It 

depends on the magnitude of permeability (the permeability itself is a function of 

magnetic flux intensity (H)), as per below Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6, Permeability of core in function of BH curve. 
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3.3.2 GIC Impact on No-Load Current 
 

The no-load current represents the value of current that is required to magnetize the 

magnetic core. In normal condition, the transformer iron core provides a low reluctance 

path to the magnetic flux density. The magnetization current is quite low value. It is in 

the range of 2% of full load current. Most of the magnetic flux will pass through the 

core [29]. 

No-load current is usually calculated based on empirical factor derived from test results, 

which is VA/kg (Volt-Ampere required per kg of material) versus induction level in 

Tesla. This factor is provided along with each core material card. Equation (3.3) is used 

to calculate the core excitation current. 

 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼% =
[𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴/𝑘𝑘𝐼𝐼] ∗ 𝑊𝑊𝐼𝐼

𝑀𝑀𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴
 (3.3) 

Where: 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼: Excitation current as a percentage of the nominal current. 

�𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
�: Exciting power factor, a function of the core material. 

𝑊𝑊𝐼𝐼 : Total core weight (kg). 

𝑀𝑀𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴: Base MVA power. 

No-load current is peaky in nature and rich of harmonics, due to non-linearity of BH 

curve (magnetization curve). For Cold Rolled Grain Oriented (CRGO) material the 

fundamental component is 1 per unit, 3rd harmonic is 0.3 to 0.5 per unit, 5th harmonic 

is 0.1 to 0.3 per unit and 7th harmonic is max 0.1 per unit [29]. The harmonic contents 

do not contribute to increasing of copper losses, except during extreme level of core 

saturation. During GIC event, VA/kg parameter is increased due to the shift of operating 

flux density to a higher value. 
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3.3.3 GIC Impact on No-Load Loss and Core Temperature Rise 
 

The no-load or excitation losses represent the power that is absorbed by the transformer 

core when rated voltage and rated frequency are applied to one of the winding whereas 

the other winding is left open-circuited. Core loss includes mainly hysteresis and eddy 

current losses of the core. In addition to resistive losses of conductor due to excitation 

current. No-load loss is usually calculated based on empirical factor derived from test 

results, which is W/kg (watt per kg of material) versus induction level in Tesla. This 

factor is provided along with each core material card. 

No-load loss, the eddy loss (Pe) and hysteresis loss (Ph) are given by [29]: 

 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑙𝑙𝑁𝑁𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑 𝑙𝑙𝑁𝑁𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = 𝑊𝑊𝑡𝑡 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 𝑤𝑤 (3.4) 

 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑘𝑘1 𝑓𝑓2 𝑡𝑡2 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐼𝐼𝐵𝐵2 (3.5) 

 𝑃𝑃ℎ = 𝑘𝑘2 𝑓𝑓 𝐵𝐵𝐼𝐼𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛 (3.6) 

           Where: 

𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾: Core building factor. 

𝑊𝑊𝑡𝑡: Core total weight. 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃: Eddy loss. 

𝑃𝑃ℎ: Hysteresis loss. 

𝑘𝑘1,𝑘𝑘2 : Constants which depend on the material. 

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐼𝐼𝐵𝐵: Effective flux density, RMS value. 

𝐵𝐵𝐼𝐼𝐾𝐾: Actual peak value of the flux density. 

𝑛𝑛: Steinmetz constant. 

𝑡𝑡: Thickness of individual lamination. 
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Surface and center temperature rise has a direct relationship with core losses. 

Temperature rise limit for the core is 120°C for the core surface temperature, and 140°C 

for the core hotspot (highest temperature in the core). The core material can withstand 

temperatures in the range of 800°C (annealed temperature of core lamination during 

manufacturing), but the low temperature rise limit comes from the insulation of core 

laminations, pressboard insulation (class A: 105°C) and core bolt insulation (class B: 

130°C) that may get damaged.  

 

3.3.4 GIC Impact on Transformer Noise Level 
 

Magnetostrection of core laminations is the main cause for the no-load noise. When 

transformer works at low magnetic induction level, the noise level will also be low. On 

the other hand, increasing the operating magnetic induction will increase the noise level 

of transformer. Winding and cooling system are the other sources of transformer noise. 

NEMA-TR1, Sound levels in transformers and reactors standard govern the allowed 

sound level of transformer [32].  

Magnetostriction is with the direct relationship with magnetic induction level. The main 

noise comes from core yoke as the core limb noise is damped by winding materials. 

The quality of the yoke clamping has a significant influence on the noise level. Other 

factors which decide the noise level are: operating flux density, core material type, core 

weight, and operating frequency. The reduction of flux density by 0.1 T, the noise level 

will be reduced about 2 dB. The operating peak flux density and core weight are the 

main two factors to determine the noise level. The change in noise level as a function 

of these two factors can be expressed by equation (3.7) [29]. 
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 ∆𝐿𝐿 = 10 log[  �
𝐵𝐵2
𝐵𝐵2
�
8

�
𝑊𝑊2
𝑊𝑊1

�
1.6

] (3.7) 

 

Where: 

∆𝐿𝐿: Change in noise level. 

𝑊𝑊1,𝑊𝑊2: Core weights. 

𝐵𝐵1,𝐵𝐵2: Operating peak flux density. 

 

3.3.5 GIC Impact of Reactive and Active Power Losses  
 

Increased reactive power demand in power system is one of the important indicators of 

the GIC flow in power system through grounded transformers. The larger the 

magnetization current, the larger consumption of reactive power by transformers. The 

relation between the increased GIC currents and absorbed reactive power by grounded 

transformers will be investigated in this thesis, using PSCAD tool. 

Additional conductor’s resistive losses (due to ohmic resistance of windings) will 

increase due to the injection of GIC currents into the transformer.  

Additional stray losses (eddy current losses) and increased axial and radial magnetic 

leakage fields: The stray losses of the transformer can be classified into two major parts. 

The one in windings and the one in steel structural. The winding stray losses can also 

be further classified into two main categories: eddy current losses and circulation 

current losses. The eddy current losses occur due to leakage magnetic field in windings. 

The eddy current loss in windings increases due to the increase in conductor 

dimensions. Hence, the winding conductor that exposed to high radial and axial leakage 
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field is usually subdivided into smaller one. Figure 3-7 shows the leakage field incident 

on a winding conductor. 

 

Figure 3.7, Leakage field components on winding conductor. 

 

FEM analysis is performed to obtain those two components of magnetic leakage flux 

Bx and By. Equations (3.8) and (3.9) are used to calculate the associated losses with 

those components [29].  

 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)𝑙𝑙𝐵𝐵𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 =  
𝜔𝜔2 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵2 𝑡𝑡2

24𝜌𝜌
  (3.8) 

 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 =  
𝜔𝜔2 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵2 𝑤𝑤2

24𝜌𝜌
 (3.9) 

 

Where: 

𝑃𝑃: Eddy loss per unit volume. 

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵,𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵: Radial and axial flux density components. 

𝑡𝑡,𝑤𝑤: Thickness and width of conductor. 

𝜌𝜌: Resistivity. 
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3.3.6 GIC Impact on Winding Temperature Rise and Hot Spot Creation 
 

The flow of GIC current through power transformers can cause part-cycle saturation, 

forcing the flux to flow outside of the core and between the windings. When core 

saturates, the air flux and exciting current might have high harmonic content which 

increases the eddy losses and temperature rise in windings and structural parts.  

To avoid hot spot creation in the windings due to leakage fields, a proper conductor 

dimensions should be selected based on the knowledge of flux density distribution 

within a winding. Many transformer manufacturers tend to subdivide winding 

conductors into a number of parallel conductors to reduce the eddy loss, specifically 

due to high radial leakage field. If the conductor thickness (t) is subdivided into two 

exact two parallel conductors with (t/2) thickness, the eddy loss will be reduced by a 

factor of ¼ [29]. 

The radial flux is perpendicularly incident on the axial conductor dimension on the top 

and bottom of the winding. The stray loss is highly expected on those locations, the 

exact allocation of those places will be through detailed FEM analysis. The 

Continuously Transposed Conductor (CTC) is also can be used for a few top and bottom 

disks to minimize the eddy loss, whereas the remaining disks can be made of normal 

strip conductor. 

The thermal time constant plays a significant role in determining the GIC effect 

(temperature increase), as the peak values of GIC are only sustained for a short period 

of time.  
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Table 3.1 shows the thermal time constant for the major transformers materials that can 

be affected by GIC current. There will be an insignificant increase in core and oil 

temperatures as their time constants are larger than windings materials thermal time 

constant.   

It has been assumed that the GIC current will sustain for the time period more than the 

thermal time constants of winding (15 minute) and core (2 hours), to find out the 

increased temperature rises. 

Table 3.1, Thermal time constant for main materials [29] 

Materials Thermal Time Constant 

Windings 10 to 15 min 

Core  1 to 2 hours  

Transformer Oil 8 to 10 hours 
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3.4 Historical GIC Cases. 
 

The sun has solar activities that occur all the time, but every 11 years (on an average) 

these activities peak occur. There have been many reported significant GMD events 

that forced the transformers to be taken out of service for some weeks, and in some 

cases caused a blackout for a few hours in many substations worldwide, Table 3.2 is 

summarized the main reported cases since 1989.  

Table 3.2, Main Reported Transformers Damage / Over-Heating Contributed to GIC [12], [14], [20]. 

Reported 
Case No. Year Location Description of Disturbances caused 

by GIC 

1 1989 

Hope Creek Nuclear 
Generating Station, in 
Salem County, New Jersey, 
United States. 

1. Significant overheating in 
windings of shell-form 
transformers. 

2. Significant gassing detection 
after a week.  

3. Tank paint discoloration. 

2 1989 
Hydro Quebec Electricity 
Transmission  System in 
Quebec, Canada. 

1. Eight hours blackout of HQ 
system. 

3 2003 South Africa 1. Windings Damaged due to 
Significant overheating in over 
insulated main windings leads. 

4 2003 Sweden 
1. 20-50 minute blackout due to 

system instability. 
2. Minor heating and gassing also 

reported in transformers. 
 

The main reported GIC events in Manitoba Hydro high voltage transmission network 

have been presented in [12]. On-line continuous monitoring system for GIC currents 

has been used to record all occurred phenomena. Those events include the peak seasons 

of solar cycle 23 and solar cycle 24. At the end of this paper, some mitigation techniques 

have been proposed to overcome such a phenomena. 
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Manitoba Hydro high voltage networks are located in high geomagnetic latitude zone 

where it might be frequently exposed to moderate to high levels of geomantic 

disturbances. The on-line continuous monitoring system project started in 1992 by 

installing the monitoring equipment’s in Winnipeg and then in Grand Rapids, the 

project is called EPRI SUNBURST. Those monitoring equipment use the transformers 

grounded neutrals to identify the GIC currents. 

During solar cycle 21, the maximum reported GIC value was 105 A in 500 kV 

transmission lines. Three protection relays operated and the 500 kV lines tripped. In 

solar cycle 22, a several GIC events were captured between 1992 to 1993, specifically 

in 10th September 1992. The maximum recorded GIC current was 45 A in 500 kV lines, 

which was rich of 5th harmonics contents. In solar cycle 23, between 2000 and 2001, 

the highest GIC current as 67A in 15th July 2000. While in solar cycle 23, in 2012, the 

maximum reported current was 21A in March and July 2012 [12]. 

After investigating the reported cases in Manitoba, it can be concluded that GIC 

currents exist most of the time in high voltage transmission lines entering through 

power transformer ground neutral points, but with varying levels depending on the 

severity of the sun activities, which reach the peak every 11 years on an average. 

Based on this study on Manitoba high voltage networks, the specification of all installed 

equipment, specifically power transformers, have been updated to take those GIC levels 

into account. The basic mechanisms of affecting high voltage networks by geomagnetic 

storm is shown in Figure 3.8.  
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Figure 3.8, Principal mechanisms of GMD coupling with high voltage network [13]. 

 

The average GIC levels as a function of transmission network voltage level have been 

illustrated in [13], it is noted that 765 kV transmission system might have 6 times of 

138 kV transmission system for the same GMD conditions, mainly (1 V/m). This is due 

to network resistance. This comparison has used the average US resistances. 

Furthermore, a magnetic density in (nT) has been given in time and space across North 

America at one instant of time during the geomagnetic disturbance of October 1991, as 

shown in Figure 3.9 [13].  
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Figure 3.9, Magnetic density in nT across North America during GMD in October 1991 [13]. 

 

Most of Chinese substations have a single phase power transformer, which makes the 

Chinese network much more vulnerable to the GMD. During the 23rd solar cycle, GIC 

values have been measured at Ling'ao nuclear power substation in Guangdong, Jiangsu 

and many other places in China. The maximum measured GIC current is less than 75 

A [15]. 

In China, solar storm impacts become a significant issue after the solar cycle 23, in 

2001. Especially with building the UHV system 1000 kV system. The risk assessment 

has been made for 1000 kV based on historical data and estimated new network model.  

In 2005, 750 kV Chinese power grid has been constructed in the north-west of China. 

The GIC values have been calculated using the collected geomagnetic data and the 

Chinese earth conductivity model. The maximum GIC current in 750 kV is found to be 

102 A, which is 35% increase of that in 500 kV. So for 1000 kV, the GIC values might 

exceed 200 A, this is high and dangerous value if the installed equipment in this 

network is not designed to withstand and survive against such a phenomena [15].  
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The followings country-wise main historical reported occurrences of GMD and their 

impact of electrical power system network have been shortlisted in coming sections: 

• Canada/US: 

Hydro Quebec 735 kV power network was subjected to the GMD on March 13, 1989. 

The whole transmission network and power transformers were affected by the flowing 

of GIC current. This in turns caused transformer saturation, increased current harmonics 

and consequently increased the reactive power consumption of saturated transformers, 

lead to severe voltage regulation problem and loss many static compensators, in 

addition to tripping of several 735 kV lines. Such cascaded problems lead to drop in 

frequency and voltage level throughout the system. The system operators failed to 

restore the balance between available generation and system loads. The lost capacity 

was too large causing a blackout for about 9 hours [14]. 

Other North American utilities, specifically in the eastern region of US, felt the 

disturbance, but not with the same severity level of what happened in Hydro Quebec. 

During the disturbance, some of the installed capacitors were lost due to high harmonic 

current content, which causing incorrect operation of relays. 

A step up generator transformer 22/500 kV installed in Salem nuclear plant in New 

Jersey, south of Philadelphia had been damaged due to overheating. Other transformers 

were removed from service due to high detected gassing in oil, or sign for un-usual core 

and tank heating. The investigation showed that 80 A of GIC current was injected into 

transformers during GMD causing all of above troubles [14], [20].    
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• Sweden: 

The main GMD occurred in Sweden was during cycle 23, peaked in 2000, where the 

most significant impact was felt in Northern Europe. The Swedish high voltage power 

transmission system was exposed to unusual high geomagnetic disturbance. Many lines 

of 220 kV and 400 kV tripped. Many transformers of 400/220 kV were overheated and 

some of them disconnected [14], [20]. 

Another geomagnetic disturbance in Sweden lasted for about two days with causing 

many cascaded problems and failures. It started on 29 October 2003 by disconnecting 

220 kV power line. Cascaded effect disconnecting the 400 kV power line that 

connecting Sweden with Poland, causing an interruption of 300 MW imported to 

Sweden. On the second day, many transformers of 400/220 kV and 400/130 kV were 

disconnected due to overheating and overloading, leading to blackout for about 50 

minute on more than 50,000 customers in Malmo [20].    

• UK: 

Significant GIC effects during the geomagnetic storm in 1989 have been reported in 

UK electricity supply system. The main affected cases can be summarized as follow: 

large reactive power demand, voltage regulation exceeded 5%, failure of 400/132 kV 

power transformers in some substations and high level of current harmonics due to 

transformers saturation. The maximum recorded GIC current was 25A [20]. 

• South Africa: 

South Africa is located in an intermediate latitude against GMD and many transformers 

are equipped with DGA (Dissolve Gas Analyzer). In 2003 magnetic storm, many 

transformers were overheated. After some time from the occurred GMD, many 
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transformers tripped due to excessive gassing detected by the DGA in 2003 and 2004, 

and some of the transformers were removed from service due to insulation damage, that 

most probably were breakdown due to excessive temperature rise. The probability of 

transformer failure would increase after each geomagnetic storm. The maximum 

recorded GIC current as 10A [20]. 

• China: 

During 23rd solar cycle, many GIC data have been recorded in Guangdong, Jiangsu and 

other regions of China. The measured peak GIC levels at the 500 kV transformer neutral 

point in Ling'ao nuclear power substation and in Guangdong during two magnetic 

storms in November 2004 were 47.2 A and 75.5 A respectively [15]. The impact of 

strong GMD on power network becomes a significant issue due to introduce the 1000 

kV UHV system, which has much lower resistance values compared with existing 500 

kV and 220 kV.  
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The main GIC reported cases from 1989 to 2015 have been summarized as per below 

Table 3.3. It is true that the sun has solar activities peak every 11 years on an average 

(eleven-year solar cycle and the years 2012-2014 have been associated with a solar 

activity peak).  

Table 3.3, Main GIC reported cases from 1989 to 2015. 

Case 
No. Date Location 

Recorded 
Highest 
GIC (A) 

Reference 
No. 

1 13-Mar-89 PSE&G Salem Generating station, USA. 95 [2] 

2 13-Mar-89 Manitoba Hydro Quebec, Canada. 80 [14], [12] 

3 13-Mar-89 United Kingdom (UK). 25 [14] 

4 13-Mar-89 Ottawa, Canada 100 [18] 

5 19-Oct-89 United Kingdom (UK). 25 [3] 

6 21-Feb-91 Forbes Substation in Minnesota, USA. 6 [13] 

7 28-Oct-91 Brighton, USA. 30 [13] 

8 28-Oct-91 Chester, USA. 44 [13] 

9 28-Oct-91 MYA, USA. 42 [13] 

10 28-Oct-91 PLV, USA. 60 [13] 

11 28-Oct-91 So. Canton, USA. 31 [13] 

12 8-Nov-91 United Kingdom (UK). 25 [14] 

13 15-Jul-00 Jefferson substation, USA. 90 [19] 

14 15-Jul-00 Kammer Substation, USA. 40 [19] 

15 15-Jul-00 Jackson’s Ferry substation, USA. 38 [19] 

16 29-Oct-03 Southern Sweden. 330 [14], [20] 

17 29-Oct-03 South Africa. 10 [14] 

18 9-Nov-04 Ling'ao Power Plant, China. 60 [15] 

19 14-Feb-11 Southern Manitoba, Canada. 8.4 [20] 

20 22-Mar-15 Australian, British Columbia, Canada  3 [16] 
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4 CHAPTER 4 

PROBLEM FORMULATION AND METHODOLOGY 
 

4.1 Problem Formulation 
 

During any GMD event, which has a cycle of 11 years on an average, the magnetic 

fields of the earth is disturbed as described in Chapter 3. Such magnetic field 

disturbance will create an induced voltage in the closed loop of transmissions lines and 

grounded transformers. This causes the GIC current to flow and enter the power 

transformers from their grounded neutral points. The GIC currents are viewed as DC 

current. From its signature, the GIC peaks occur for a short period of time separated by 

many hours, where low to moderate levels are dominant. Each GIC peak can be taken 

as an isolated event and studied separately.  

In this thesis, the transformers affected parts and performance by GIC phenomena will 

be studied as follows: 

I. Core Magnetic Induction: GIC will cause a DC shift in operating nominal flux 

density. This might drive the core into saturation region. Which in turns will 

force the transformer to draw high current rich of harmonic contents. The exact 

induction shift will be simulated and obtained by Finite Element Method (FEM) 

analysis. 

II. No-Load Current and its distorted shape: Shifting the operating flux density into 

the saturation region will lead to higher magnetization current, and destroy the 

no-load current waveform, which is peaky in nature and rich of harmonics. 

PSCAD tool will be utilized to study the magnetizing current shape. 
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III. No-Load Loss and Core Temperature Rise: The hysteresis and eddy current 

losses of the core, in addition to resistive losses of the conductor due to 

additional drawn excitation current will be also affected by GIC current. The 

losses will be calculated for each GIC level. 

IV. Transformer Noise Level: As a result of the shifting of operating induction level 

the transformer sound level will increase. The exact figure of increase in noise 

level will be calculated for each GIC level. 

V. Reactive Power Consumption: The larger the magnetization current, the larger 

consumption of reactive power by transformers. The relation between the 

increased GIC currents and absorbed reactive power by grounded transformers 

will be investigated in this thesis, using PSCAD tool.   

VI. Additional Resistive Losses: GIC current and additional magnetization current 

is drawn by transformer during part-cycle saturation will also have a negative 

impact on the increase of resistive losses. Percentage increase will be calculated 

for each GIC level.  

VII. Additional Stray Losses: The eddy current losses occur due to leakage magnetic 

field in windings. The exact leakage field will be obtained using FEM analysis, 

then to calculate the associated losses with those leakage components.  

VIII. Winding Temperature Rise and Hot Spot Creation: As a result of increased 

losses, the temperature rise of windings will rise. The exact allocation of hot-

spot places will be obtained through detailed FEM analysis.  
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In this thesis, the following methodology will be adopted to evaluate the GIC effects 

on power transformers: 

I. Flux Density Shift: Due to GIC injection through transformers grounded 

neutrals, the operating flux density will be shifted. The study will be applied on 

a widely used Saudi transformer 40/50/60 MVA, 132/13.8 kV, YNyn0. This 

transformer has the rated operating flux density of 1.606 T. The core is Cold 

Rolled Grain Oriented (CRGO). As the GIC value increases the flux density 

peak increases. However, due to non-linearity nature of magnetizing B-H curve 

of the core material, the material permeability is limiting the increase in flux 

density in a linear way. The DC flux can be calculated by dividing the Ampere-

Turn over the Reluctance. FEM analysis will be performed to find out the exact 

shift of flux density. 

II. Core Losses and Core Noise: As a result of the increase in magnetic flux density 

in the core, both core losses and core noise magnitudes will significantly 

increase. 

III. Magnetizing Current: As a result of core half-cycle saturation, high magnitude 

with short duration magnetizing current will be drawn by the transformer. This 

represents a corresponding increase in reactive power absorbed by transformers. 

In addition to the injection of current harmonics in power system. 

IV. Load Losses: Mainly can be divided into two parts, additional losses in windings 

(ohmic and eddy current), and additional losses in structure parts of the 

transformer. Due to high magnetizing current and its shape, higher magnitudes 

of leakage flux will be produced. Thus higher eddy current losses in the 

windings and transformers structural parts will be experienced. 
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V. Allocation of expected hot spot creation in windings, core, clamps and steel 

structures will be investigated and solutions will be proposed to overcome such 

hot spot to a certain GIC level.  

VI. Simulation of GIC effects on power transformer under additional overloading 

conditions. 

VII. Cost impact of enhancing power transformers to withstand some certain level 

of GIC will be investigated at the end of this thesis. 

Table 4.1 shows the details of the 60 MVA transformer (132/13.8/6.6 kV, YNyn0+d1). 

HV winding is a star connected with the solidly grounded neutral point. HV winding 

consists of three main parts: main HV winding, coarse and fine regulating windings. 

The core diameter is 575 mm with window height 1542 mm and leg center to center of 

1379 mm, further details of the core are tabulated in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.1, 60 MVA, 132/13.8 kV transformer main windings parameters. 

Winding TV LV HV_Main HV_Coarse HV_Fine 

Type Single 
layer Multilayer Countershielded 

Disc Single layer Tap disc 
(Interleaved) 

Conductor Type CTC CTC Rectangular Rectangular Rectangular 

Number of 
Turns 66 80 623 110 110 

Radial build  
(mm) 16.5 77.5 92.5 14 24 

Winding Height  
(mm) 1301 1311 1273 977 876 

Top Clearance 
(mm) 146 141 148 308 359 

Bottom 
Clearance (mm) 95 90 121 257 307 
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Table 4.2, 60 MVA, 132/13.8 kV transformer main core parameters. 

Core Material 
Core 

Diameter 
(mm) 

Window 
Height 
(mm) 

Leg 
Center to 

Center 
(mm) 

Main leg 
Cross 

section 
(mm²) 

Widest 
Sheet 
(mm) 

Core 
weight 

(kg) 

M080-23P5-DR 575 1,542 1,379 232,565 570 20,213 
 

The transformer core is made by steel grade of M080-23P5-DR. the specific total loss 

at 1.7 T at 50 Hz is 0.8 W/kg and magnetic polarization of 800 A/m is 1.91 T. the 

nominal thickness of the sheet is 0.23 mm. 60 MVA three phase power transformer is 

three limb core type, where no outer limbs for flux return exist. The zero sequence flux 

will be close though core clamps, tank wall and air surrounding the core. Hence the 

reluctance value for zero sequence flux is very high in three limbs core type. This in 

turns minimizes the change in flux change and provide less sensitive design to GIC 

phenomena. 

It is difficult to get a closed-form solution for a problem such as a magnetic problem in 

a transformer. However, the problem can be broken down into a large number of 

regions. Each with simple geometry (in our case triangles) where the differential 

equations can be utilized in a much easier way. This is the idea of finite element 

analysis, where the problem domain is subdivided into a large number of small 

elements, through the process of discretization. Specifically, FEMM discretizes the 

problem domain using triangular elements. For each element, the solution is 

approximated by a linear interpolation of the values of potential at the three vertices of 

the triangle. The linear algebra problem is formed by minimizing a measure of the error 

between the exact differential equation and the approximate differential equation. 
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4.2 Magnetic Problem in FEMM 
 

In magnetic problem in FEMM tool, the boundary conditions are in Dirchlet type, 

where the value of a magnetic vector potential (A) is defined on the boundary. 

Commonly, the Dirichlet-type boundary conditions in magnetic problems is to define 

A = 0 along a boundary to keep magnetic flux from crossing the boundary [38]. 

The magnetic solver in FEMM utilizes Maxwell’s equations. In our case, which 

considered as a low frequency problem, the displacement current is ignored. The 

magnetic field intensity (H), magnetic field density (B) and magnetic vector potential 

(A) are related to each other by the following equations [38]: 

 ∇ × H = J (4.1) 

 ∇ . Β = 0 (4.2) 

 B = μ H (4.3) 

 μ = B / H(B) (4.4) 

 B = ∇ × A (4.5) 

Where: 

H: Magnetic field intensity. 

B: Magnetic field density. 

μ: Permeability  

A: Magnetic vector potential. 

 

All of above-affected transformer parts and performances are studied using three types 

of models, two FEM analysis, and one PSCAD simulation as per Section 4.3. 
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4.3 Transformer FEM Models. 
 

4.3.1 Model No.1 (Induction Model). 
 

The main purpose of this FEM Model is to simulate the exact shift of new operating 

flux density due to entering different GIC currents into HV winding transformer 

through its grounded neutral. The magnitude of the additional DC flux can be obtained 

by two methods. The analytical method as per equation (4.6). It shows that the DC flux 

shift is governed by three main factors: the magnitude of the GIC current, number of 

turn (N) in which the GIC current will flow, and the reluctance (R) of the path of the 

DC flux. 

 ∅𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼 =
𝑁𝑁 ∗ 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

ℛ
 (4.6) 

Where: 

∅𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼: DC flux shift. 

𝑁𝑁: Number of turns. 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼: GIC current. 

ℛ: Reluctance. 

The analytical method is the easiest method if a fixed value of reluctance is considered. 

However, the core reluctance value is not constant and it depends on the level of core 

saturation. Specifically, it depends on the magnitude of permeability, which itself is a 

function of flux intensity (H A.t/m). The above equation will not provide the accurate 

DC shift, as a new reluctance value for the case should be considered. 

To resolve this issue and get accurate DC shift of flux density at different GIC currents 

levels, a detailed structure of transformer active part (core and windings) enclosed by 
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tank border has been built using FEMM tool, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The non-linear 

characteristic of magnetic core has been also considered in this model. The BH curve 

of transformer core has been defined as shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.1, Model No.1 (Induction Model). 

 

The model consists of laminated sheet three limbs core, top and bottom core yokes, 

three phase windings (LV and HV) enclosed by transformer tank, which is filled by oil. 

The geometry was drawn by AutoCAD and imported by FEMM with scale for accurate 

analysis. The details of windings (type, direction and number of turns) and circuit 

connection have been also defined in FEMM according to reference 60 MVA 

transformer. 
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Figure 4.2, Magnetization Curve of M080-23P5-DR core grade (BH Curve) [30]. 

 

The following cases will be simulated using Model No.1 “Induction Model”: 

• Case No.1: The no-load condition, with nominal flux density, with different 

GIC currents (50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 A) into transformer HV neutral 

point. 

• Case No.2: The no-load condition, with 90% of nominal flux density, with 

different GIC currents (50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 A) into transformer HV 

neutral point. 

• Case No.3: The no-load condition, with upgraded core material type with 

nominal flux density. Different GIC currents will be injected (50, 100, 150, 200, 

250 and 300 A) into transformer HV neutral point. 

• With each above cases, no-load current, no-load loss, core temperature rise and 

increased sound level are found at each GIC level. 

• The above cases will be repeated with the additional cooling channel in core to 

enhance its cooling efficiency. 
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• Case No.4: Simulate the DC shift with different GIC current with reduced HV 

winding turns. 

 

4.3.2 Model No.2 (Stray Losses Model)  
 

The main purpose of this model is to allocate the extreme leakage magnetic flux and to 

obtain the exact axial and radial leakage flux components, which will cause the eddy 

current losses in transformer windings, clamping, and steel structure. Magnetic leakage 

flux already exists outside core and between the windings in normal operating 

conditions. This is represented by transformer reactance. However, due to part-cycle 

saturation during the GIC phenomena, the leakage flux will increase and might create 

a hot-spot, especially in the winding as it has the lowest thermal time constant, 10 to 15 

minutes, as the peak values of GIC are only sustained for a short period of time. There 

will be an insignificant increase in core and oil temperatures as their time constants are 

much bigger values, in hours. 

A detailed cross-sectional one leg windings and core clamps are built using FEMM tool 

as shown in Figure 4.3. The windings from innermost are the LV winding, the HV main 

winding, HV coarse and fine regulating windings. The core top and bottom clamps are 

defined as mild steel. All the surrounding medium elsewhere are defined as an oil.  

In addition to defining the materials characteristics of each part in cross-sectional view, 

the number of turns and circuit connection have been also determined as shown in Table 

4.1.The HV main, HV coarse and HV fine are connected in series. The extreme positive 

tap position where all HV winding turns are in has been considered in our simulation. 
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The following cases will be studied using Model No.2 “Stray Losses Model”. 

• Case No.1: The full-load condition, with nominal operating conditions, with 

different GIC currents (50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 A) into transformer HV 

neutral point. 

• Case No.2: The overload load condition (120%), with different GIC currents 

(50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 A) into transformer HV neutral point. 

• In each case the extreme allocation of leakage flux and exact axial and radial 

leakage flux components will be obtained. The corresponding losses will be 

calculated using equations (3.8) and (3.9), where the eddy current losses is 

directly proportional to the squared of leakage flux components (axial and 

radial). 

• Winding temperature rises will be simulated with each of the above cases.  

 
Figure 4.3, Model No.2 (Stray Losses Model). 

 

The model consists of windings, core clamps and core and tank boundary. The top and 

bottom core clamps are defined as mild steel. The geometry was drawn by AutoCAD 

and imported by FEMM with scale for accurate analysis. The details of windings (type, 

direction and number of turns) and circuit connection have been also defined in FEMM 

according to reference 60 MVA transformer. 
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Figure 4.4 shows the flow chart of Model No.1 (Induction Model) and Model No.2 

(Stray Losses Model). Where the new operating flux density, no-load current, no-load 

loss, magnetic leakage flux components, stray land resistive losses and temperature 

rises will be obtained. 

Figure 4.4, Flow Chart of Model No.1 and Model No.2. 
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4.3.3 PSCAD Model. 
 

The main purpose of this model is to simulate the behavior of transformer during 

different GIC levels. GIC current will be injected through the grounded neutral. VAR 

consumption, current waveform shape of magnetization current will be studied at 

different GIC levels. 

In order to investigate the relationship between reactive power losses and GIC 

magnitude, 60 MVA three-limb power transformer has been used for simulation of GIC 

in PSCAD. The transformers most likely to be exposed to GIC are step-up and step-

down transformers connected to long transmission lines. PSCAD model is shown in 

below Figure 4.5.   

 

Figure 4.5, Model No.3 (PSCAD Model). 

 

In PSCAD/EMTDC software package, there are two models of transformers. The first 

model is a general model where all basic transformer functions can be simulated 

assuming a linear magnetization characteristics, it is assumed that transformers do not 

saturate in system simulation. The second model is Unified Magnetic Equivalent 

Circuit (UMEC) Transformer Model. The UMEC model is a Norton equivalent model 

GIC Current 
Simulator 
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derived directly from magnetic equivalent circuit analysis, where the saturation can be 

also simulated. 

In GIC analysis, transformers part-cycle saturation is the major problem for the electric 

utility grid during GIC events, hence the transformer model used must be able to 

represent the electrical aspects of transformer saturation. The UMEC model is capable 

of simulating transformer saturation and hysteresis. The UMEC model allows 

configuration of I-V characteristic instead of the direct configuration of B-H 

characteristic directly. 
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5 CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

5.1 Results 

5.1.1 Model No.1 (Induction Model) Results 
 

This model has been built using FEMM tool. The detailed structure of three-phase 

transformer core and windings have been generated in FEMM tool as described in 

Chapter 4. The main purpose of this FEM analysis is to simulate the exact shift of new 

operating flux density due to entering different GIC currents into HV winding 

transformer through its neutral points. The non-linear behavior of magnetic core has 

been defined in this model as shown in Figure 5.1, which is an actual data provided by 

core supplier of core grade M080-23P5-DR. The reluctance value is not a constant, it 

depends on the level of core saturation, and specifically on the magnitude of 

permeability. 

 

Figure 5.1, The defined BH curve in FEMM based on actual data collected from the core supplier. 
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The exact characteristics of core material have been defined in FEMM as illustrated in 

Figure 5.2. Non-linear material characteristics have been considered to simulate the 

core saturation. FEMM tool provides a possibility to define an accurate BH curve with 

a large number of points. The data of BH curve have been obtained from the core 

supplier, named Thessen Krupp core supplier from Germany [30].  

To get an accurate DC shift of flux density at different GIC currents levels, a detailed 

structure of transformer active part (core and windings) enclosed by transformer tank 

border have been built using FEMM tool, as illustrated in previous Chapter 4. 

 

Figure 5.2, Defined core characteristics in FEMM tool. 

 

The first step to evaluate the impact of GIC currents on power transformers is 

determining the new operating flux density, which is the sum of AC and DC fluxes. 
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Afterwards, the corresponding losses and noise are obtained using the well-known 

formulas described in Chapter 4.  

The following cases have been simulated using Model No.1 (Induction Model), and 

utilizing FEMM tool. In each case DC shift in flux density is obtained using FEM 

analysis, the new operating flux density is then determined. The corresponding losses, 

temperature rise and noise are calculated: 

• Case No.1: The no-load condition. The nominal flux density is considered to be 

(B = 1.6 T), with different GIC currents (50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 A) is 

injected into transformer HV neutral point. 

Figure 5.3 shows a normal operating condition at one instant of time, with zero GIC 

current. The current is zero in all windings except the LV winding, which carries the 

no-load current. The colored density plot is shown in right top corner and the exact 

operating flux density is shown in the output window in right bottom corner, which is 

1.6 T.  

 

Figure 5.3, FEM induction model, normal condition with zero GIC current. 
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Table 5.1 shows the shift in flux density for various GIC currents from 50 A to 300 A. 

A GIC level of 50 A causes a magnetic flux density shift of 0.2889 T. The new operating 

flux density peak with 50 A GIC current is 1.8913 T. A GIC magnitude of 100 A 

increases the flux density shift by 0.0154 T, above what was caused by the 50 A GIC 

current. The next GIC currents steps of 150, 200, 250 and 300 A have only increased 

the flux density by only 0.0088, 0.0073, 0.0051 and 0.0049 T, respectively.  

Table 5.1, Obtained flux density shift for different GIC levels, Case 1. 

GIC Value (A) ∆B(DC) (T) B(DC+AC) (T) 

0 0.0000 1.6024 

50 0.2889 1.8913 

100 0.0154 1.9067 

150 0.0088 1.9155 

200 0.0073 1.9228 

250 0.0051 1.9279 

300 0.0049 1.9328 

 

The increasing pattern of flux density shift reflects the non-linear nature of the core 

material. Higher values of GIC currents tend to drive the core deeper into saturation 

region. On the other hand, the permeability of core material significantly decreases, 

which limits the increase in flux density level. A 300 A GIC current failed to dive the 

core into 2.05 T, which represents the extreme saturation region.  

In conclusion, we can say that very high level of GIC current is required to drive the 

core into full saturation region when the transformer is unloaded. Furthermore, the 
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higher GIC current steps cause less flux density shift, due to the significant reduction 

of permeability of core material in the saturation region.  

The three limb core type power transformer is less sensitive to GIC current and more 

susceptible, due to the fact that no return core limb path exists to DC flux. The DC flux 

close the loop through a non-magnetic materials (tank wall, core clamps, and air).    

 

Figure 5.4, New operating flux density for different GIC levels. 

 

The new operating flux density for different GIC values is shown in Figure 5.4. It is 

shown that the first step from 0 to 50 A is the highest one. Afterward much less variation 

occurred in flux density due to the non-linearity behavior of core. 

Both core loss and noise level significantly increased by increasing GIC currents as 

shown in Table 5.2. An increase in core noise level is noticeable, which is a function of 

GIC level. Core losses might create a hot spot in the core and damage the insulation 

material which is in contact with the core (cooling channel and insulation pressboard).  
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Table 5.2, Core loss and noise level increase for different GIC levels. 

GIC Value (A) Core Loss (W) Noise Level (dBA) 

0 21,990 55.38 

50 45,243 74.27 

100 46,893 74.60 

150 48,662 74.93 

200 50,559 75.26 

250 51,763 75.46 

300 53,019 75.66 

 

Due to the increase of core loss, the temperature of the core will experience a significant 

increase. The hot spot might be created within the core. However, core material can 

withstand temperatures in the range of 800°C (annealed temperature of core lamination 

during manufacturing), but the low temperature rise limit comes from the insulation of 

core laminations, pressboard insulation material (class A: 105°C) and core bolt 

insulation (class B: 130°C). Core surface and center temperatures rise are with the direct 

relationship with core losses as shown in Figure 5.5. Temperature rise limit for core 

usually is 120°C for the core surface temperature, and 140°C for the core hotspot 

(highest temperature in the core). The thermal time constant of the core, which is from 

1 to 2 hours, plays a significant role in core’s temperature rise. Assuming that GIC 

peaks are sustained for more than one hour, temperature rise values are obtained.  

A significant increase in noise level is also noticed. The change is 18.89 dBA in the 

first step from 0 to 50 A GIC current. Afterward, less increase in noise level for 100 to 

300 A GIC, due to less operating flux density shift.  
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Figure 5.5, Core temperature rises at different GIC levels. 

 

The maximum ambient temperature is 55 ֩C in Saudi Arabia. And the maximum 

guaranteed temperature rises are 45 K for top oil and 50 K for winding. Therefore the 

maximum allowed core temperature rise (surface) is 20 K, which is (20 K = 120 – 45 – 

55). 

• Case No.2: The no-load condition, with 90% of nominal flux density, with 

different GIC currents (50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 A) are injected into 

transformer HV neutral point. 

Table 5.3 shows the new operating flux density for different GIC current levels. Starting 

with a flux density of 1.4484 T, which is 90% of the nominal value. A GIC level of 50 

A causes a magnetic flux density shift of 0.4427 T. The new operating flux density peak 

with 50 A GIC current is 1.8911 T. After that less changes of flux density in next GIC 

steps of 100 to 300 A. 
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Table 5.3, Obtained flux density shift for different GIC levels, Case 2. 

GIC Value (A) ∆B(DC) (T) B(DC+AC) (T) 

0 0.0000 1.4484 

50 0.4427 1.8911 

100 0.0153 1.9064 

150 0.0087 1.9151 

200 0.0068 1.9219 

250 0.0048 1.9267 

300 0.0051 1.9318 

 

It is observed that reducing the nominal flux density by 10% does not help against GIC 

phenomena. Due to a large number of HV winding turns, GIC current easily drives the 

core into saturation regardless of operation flux density. Hence to design transformer 

with low flux density level to survive against GIC phenomena is not an effective 

solution. It can be a solution for the regions where the GIC levels are with low levels, 

less than 10 A. In comparing with the original case (Case No.1) of operating flux 

density of 1.6 T. The same core loss, noise level and core temperature rises are obtained. 

• Case No.3: The no-load condition, with upgraded core material type (M075-

23PS-DR) and additional cooling duct in the transformer core. This case uses 

nominal flux density, and then injecting different GIC currents (50, 100, 150, 

200, 250 and 300 A) into transformer HV neutral point. 

Core loss and temperature rise are significantly reduced due to using upgraded core 

material and improved cooling system. This is achieved by adding one more cooling 
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channel. The core weight is increased by 200 kg to maintain the same operating flux 

density of 1.6 T.  

Utilizing low loss core grade is a good solution to survive against GIC phenomena. 

Table 5.4 shows the advantage of utilizing better core grade of (M075-23PS-DR), 

which is the best core material type available in the market from losses point of view.  

Table 5.4, Core loss and noise level increase for different GIC levels. 

GIC Value (A) Core Loss (W) Noise Level 
(dBA) 

Core 
Temperature 

Rise (K) 
0 20,424 55.04 11.19 

50 40,846 73.89 22.37 

100 43,798 74.57 23.99 

150 45,775 74.93 25.07 

200 47,554 75.30 26.05 

250 48,683 75.50 26.66 
300 49,462 75.63 27.09 

 

• Case No. 4: Simulate the DC shift with different GIC current with reduced HV 

winding turns, of course with increased volt per turn (Assumed 120% of the 

nominal volt per turn), and consequently larger core diameter to maintain same 

flux density.  

Table 5.5 shows the new operating flux density for different GIC current levels, in case 

of reducing the number of turns of HV winding, with enlarged core diameter. It is 

observed that GIC level of 50 A causes a magnetic flux density shift of 0.2837 T. The 

new operating flux density peak with 50 A GIC current is 1.8861 T. The new operating 

flux densities are lower than Case No.1 and Case No.2, due to reduced number of turns 

of HV windings, which is the main driver of core saturation during GIC phenomena. 
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Table 5.5, Obtained flux density shift for different GIC levels, Case 5. 

GIC Value (A) ∆B(DC) (T) B(DC+AC) (T) 

0 0.0000 1.6024 

50 0.2837 1.8861 

100 0.0138 1.8999 

150 0.0094 1.9093 

200 0.0046 1.9139 

250 0.0045 1.9184 

300 0.0029 1.9213 

 

Redesigning the transformer with 120% of volt per turn (120.7 V/turn) will reduce the 

number of windings turns (Copper), and enlarge the core dimensions and weight. Table 

5.6 summarizes the main parameters of the transformer with 120% volt per turn. Figure 

5.6 shows the three different cases in one graph.  

It is observed that transformer with less number of HV turns is more effective against 

GIC phenomena. The losses and temperature rise are lower in this case than Case No.1. 

However increasing volt per turn causes major changes in transformer, and might lead 

to non-optimized the transformer cost. 120% increase in volt per turn will directly 

increase the core weight. 
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Figure 5.6, Three cases resulted flux density at different GIC level. 

 

 

Table 5.6, Transformer main parameters with different volt per turn values. 

Main Parameters Volt per turn  
99.59 120.7 

LV Wdg Number of turns 80 66  

HV Wdg Number of turns 843  694 

Core Diameter (mm) 575 640  

Core Weight (kg) 20213 25848  

Copper Weight (kg) 11125 10091  
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5.1.2 Model No.2 (Stray Losses Model) Results.  
 

The following cases of increased losses at different GIC values (0, 100, 200 and 300 

A) have been simulated using FEMM tool: 

• Case No.1: The full-load condition, with nominal operating conditions, with 

different GIC currents (100, 200 and 300 A) injecting into transformer HV 

neutral point. 

• Case No.2: The overload condition (120% overload), with different GIC 

currents (0, 100, 200 and 300 A) injecting into transformer HV neutral point. 

In each of above cases, the axial and radial flux densities components for each winding 

are obtained using FEM analysis. The corresponding eddy current losses are calculated 

using below equations. The eddy current loss is directly proportional to the squared of 

leakage flux components (axial and radial). Table 5.7 shows the results of Case No.1. 

 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)𝑙𝑙𝐵𝐵𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 =  
𝜔𝜔2 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵2 𝑡𝑡2

24𝜌𝜌
  (5.1) 

 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 =  
𝜔𝜔2 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵2 𝑤𝑤2

24𝜌𝜌
 (5.2) 

 Where: 

𝑃𝑃: Eddy loss per unit volume. 

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵,𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵: Radial and axial flux densities components. 

𝑡𝑡,𝑤𝑤: Thickness and width of conductor. 

𝜌𝜌: Resistivity. 
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Table 5.7, Transformer windings losses (resistive and stray) at different GIC levels, Case No.1. 

 GIC Current (A) 
 0 100 200 300 

Winding Component Leakage  
(mT) 

Loss 
(kW) 

Leakage  
(mT) 

Loss 
(kW) 

Leakage  
(mT) 

Loss 
(kW) 

Leakage  
(mT) 

Loss 
(kW) 

TV 
Radial 0.08 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.11 0.00 
Axial 57.02 1.57 44.54 0.96 31.52 0.48 18.45 0.16 
I2R   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00 

LV 
Radial 0.30 2.49 0.34 3.18 0.38 3.95 0.45 5.35 
Axial 35.90 6.78 48.99 12.62 62.29 20.41 71.77 27.09 
I2R   109.98   111.15   111.55   111.86 

HVM 
Radial 0.25 2.02 0.23 1.69 0.21 1.37 0.18 1.08 
Axial 61.06 18.62 65.99 21.75 70.83 25.05 75.65 28.58 
I2R   81.58   105.97   133.54   164.29 

HVC 
Radial 0.44 0.36 0.50 0.46 0.56 0.58 0.62 0.71 
Axial 16.75 0.18 22.57 0.33 28.49 0.52 34.42 0.76 
I2R   18.49   23.01   0.00   0.00 

HVF 
Radial 0.35 2.28 0.40 2.95 0.45 3.70 0.50 4.54 
Axial 48.19 0.06 58.37 0.09 68.64 0.12 78.92 0.16 
I2R   19.57   0.00   0.00   0.00 

Total Wdg Resistive Loss (kW) 229.62   240.13   245.09   276.16 
Total Wdg Stray Loss (kW) 34.36   44.02   56.18   68.43 
Total Transformer Wdg losses 
(kW) 263.98   284.15   301.26   344.59 

 

The stray losses of normal condition (with zero GIC current) is 34.36 kW. After 

injecting 100 A of GIC current, the stray losses increased by 28% to be 44.02 kW. The 

resistive losses of windings also increased due to GIC current and additional 

magnetizing current by 4.5%. The leakage axial and radial flux densities are the integral 

of flux over each winding block over the block volume. 

Magnetic leakage flux already exists outside core and between the windings in normal 

operating condition. It is represented by transformer reactance. But due to part-cycle 

saturation during the GIC phenomena, the leakage flux increased substantially and 

might create a hot-spot in transformer parts. There will be insignificant increase in core 
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and oil temperatures as their time constants are much larger values, in hours. Figure 5.7 

illustrates the resulted leakage flux density for Case No.1 with 100 A GIC current. 

 

Figure 5.7, Leakage magnetic flux density in Case 1 with 100 A GIC. 

 

Case No.2 results are summarized in Table 5.8, where 120% overloading condition 

have been considered. The leakage flux and stray losses increased in Case No. 2. Figure 

5.8 illustrates the leakage flux density for Case No.2 with 100 A GIC current. In an 

overload condition, the flux density in core clamps exceeds 35 mT. But due to the large 

thermal time constant of mild steel, which is in hours, the temperature rise is limited.  
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Table 5.8, Transformer windings losses (resistive and stray) at different GIC levels, for Case No.2. 

 GIC Current (A) 
 0 100 200 300 

Winding Component Leakage  
(mT) 

Loss 
(kW) 

Leakage  
(mT) 

Loss 
(kW) 

Leakage  
(mT) 

Loss 
(kW) 

Leakage  
(mT) 

Loss 
(kW) 

TV 
Radial 0.10 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.13 0.00 
Axial 68.40 2.26 55.92 1.51 42.91 0.89 29.84 0.43 
I2R   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00 

LV 
Radial 0.36 3.59 0.40 4.40 0.44 5.30 0.48 6.29 
Axial 43.09 9.77 56.18 16.60 69.48 25.39 82.80 36.06 
I2R   158.34   160.02   160.59   161.05 

HVM 
Radial 0.30 2.91 0.28 2.51 0.26 2.11 0.23 1.75 
Axial 73.27 22.34 78.20 25.45 83.03 28.70 87.86 32.13 
I2R   117.48   152.59   192.29   236.58 

HVC 
Radial 0.53 0.52 0.59 0.64 0.64 0.78 0.70 0.92 
Axial 20.10 0.26 25.92 0.43 31.84 0.65 37.77 0.92 
I2R   26.63   33.13   0.00   0.00 

HVF 
Radial 0.42 3.28 0.47 4.07 0.52 4.95 0.57 5.91 
Axial 57.83 0.09 68.01 0.12 78.28 0.16 88.56 0.20 
I2R   28.18   0.00   0.00   0.00 

Total Wdg Resistive Loss (kW) 330.62   345.75   352.89   397.63 
Total Wdg Stray Loss (kW) 45.01   55.74   68.93   84.61 
Total Transformer Wdg losses 
(kW) 375.63   401.48   421.82   482.24 

 

It can be observed that, in Case No.2 the leakage flux density significantly increased in 

the windings. Specifically, the radial leakage flux density on the top and bottom parts 

of the windings. It is also noticed that the magnitude of penetrated leakage flux density 

in the top and bottom core clamps increased. Which creates additional eddy current 

losses and might cause a hot spot in those location.  
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Figure 5.8, Leakage flux in Case 2 with 100 A GIC. 

 

The windings temperature rise for Case No.1 and Case No.2 are tabulated in Table 5.9. 

In reference to equations (5.1) and (5.2) the stray losses of the windings can be 

minimized by subdividing the windings conductors into smaller strands. 

Table 5.9, Winding temperature rise during different GIC level. 

Case No. Case 1 Case 2 
GIC Current (A) 0 100 200 300 0 100 200 300 

Winding Temperature rise (K) 49.3 50.5 51.6 54.4 56.2 58.1 59.6 63.7 
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The eddy current loss due to the leakage magnetic field, which is produced by the load 

current and GIC phenomena, is calculated separately and then added to the resistive 

loss.  

To reduce the resistive loss of copper conductor, the conductor dimensions are to be 

increased. In this way the eddy loss in windings increases. Hence, a compromise 

arrangement should be applied. The high values of radial or axial flux density can cause 

excessive loss and temperature rise.  

The proper winding design is playing a significant role in improving the transformer 

losses and minimize the risk of hot spots creation, especially during the GIC events. In 

the absence of detailed FEM analysis, we used to take these limits to avoid excessive 

eddy loss, 12 to 14 mm conductor maximum width for 50 Hz and 10 to 12 mm 

maximum conductor width For 60 Hz frequency.  

Subdividing the windings conductors into a number of parallel sub-conductors will 

reduce the eddy loss. It is directly proportional the squared of conductor dimensions. 

This is the most logical method of reducing eddy loss of windings. By subdividing the 

winding conductors or using bunched conductors of two or three parallel to enhance 

the space factor, the conductor fabrication price will be increased. Furthermore, the 

short-circuit withstand consideration of conductor dimensions should be also taken into 

consideration while designing. 

A continuously transposed conductor (CTC), where a number of small strand 

rectangular conductors are used in one cable and continuously transposed at regular 

intervals. In CTC, the conductor thickness can reach to 1.2 mm and width of 3.8 mm, 

resulting in less amount of eddy current loss. The high cost of CTC should be 
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compensated by the advantage gained by the reduction of losses. The fabrication cost 

of CTC varies with conductor dimensions and the number of strands. 

Two different conductors’ widths can be used along the winding height. Smaller 

conductor width to be used at the windings end, where the radial flux density 

component is the dominant and incident perpendicularly on the conductors width as 

observed by FEM analysis. The top and bottom end discs of HV winding might be 

designed with less number of turns per disc, with larger thickness and lower width. 

A combination of above solutions has been simulated in this thesis. Where a mix of 

rectangular bunched conductors and CTC conductors are used at the top and bottom of 

winding to minimize the eddy loss. The CTC conductor is used for a few top and bottom 

discs instead of using CTC overall the winding height. In this case, the cost is more 

optimized instead of using CTC overall the winding height. 
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5.1.3 Model No.3 (PSCAD Model) Results. 
 

PSCAD model will be mainly used to simulate the behavior of transformer during 

different GIC levels, which will be injected through its grounded neutral. VAR 

consumption, current waveform of magnetization current will be studied at different 

GIC levels. 

In PSCAD/EMTDC software package, two models of the transformer are available, a 

general model and a special model. The general model will not help us in our study, as it 

assumes that transformers do not saturate and linear magnetization characteristics are 

considered. The model is not suitable for this application of GIC modeling. The special 

model referred to Unified Magnetic Equivalent Circuit Transformer Model (UMEC). The 

magnetization curve of the transformer core and all transformer parameters are defined by 

the user. The saturation phenomena can be simulated. 

The UMEC model is capable of simulating transformer saturation and hysteresis. The 

UMEC model allows configuration of I-V characteristic instead of the direct configuration 

of B-H characteristic directly. 

In order to investigate the relationship between reactive power losses and GIC 

magnitude, 60 MVA, 132/13.8 kV three-limb power transformer main parameters have 

been defined in UMEC transformer model in PSCAD as shown in Figure 5.9. The I-V 

magnetization characteristic is shown in Figure 5.10.  
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Figure 5.9, Main transformer parameters defined in PSCAD. 

 

 

Figure 5.10, Defined saturation curve parameters in PSCAD. 
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The obtained magnetization current curve with zero GIC current is shown in Figure 

5.11, where a peaky shape of the waveform is shown. And no shift in magnetizing 

current is noticed. 

 

Figure 5.11, Magnetization current waveform with zero GIC current. 

 

Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 show the magnetization current waveforms with 50 A and 

100 A GIC current. The magnetization current waveforms have been shifted due to 

driving the core into saturation. The shape of current has not been affected due to the 

fact that PSCAD saturation curve is defined as a linear piece-wise function, 

interconnecting the determined 10-points of I-V in PSCAD. 

A linear relationship between the increased GIC current and reactive power 

consumption of transformer is obtained for different GIC currents. Figure 5.14 shows 

the obtained linear relationship, which agrees with obtained results in [1].  
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Figure 5.12, Magnetization current waveform with 50 A GIC current. 

 

 

Figure 5.13, Magnetization current waveform with 100 A GIC current. 
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Figure 5.14, A linear relationship between GIC and reactive power consumption. 
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5.2 New Transformer Design. 
 

This section presents a modified transformer design to alleviate the problems likely to 

be faced by the flow of the GIC currents. The design adopts several techniques.  

I. Upgrade transformer core material (low loss grade). 

The original design is using core material of grade M080-23P5-DR. The proposed core 

material is M075-23P5-DR, which has lower loss value. Table 5.10 gives the main 

characteristics of those different core materials grades. 

Table 5.10, Core materials characteristics. 

Core Materials 
Grade 

Nominal 
thickness 

 (mm) 

Specific total loss at 
1.7 T, 60 Hz  

(W/kg) 

Magnetic 
Polarization for H 

= 800 A/m 
 (T) 

Density   
(kg/m3) 

Maximum Typical 
M115-27S5 0.27 1.50 1.45 1.83 7650 

M075-23P5-DR 0.23 1.00 0.97 1.91 7650 

M080-23P5-DR 0.23 1.06 1.04 1.91 7650 
 

M115-27S5 is the most common used material in power transformer. It has higher 

losses and lower saturation level compared with M085-23P5-DR and M075-23P5-DR. 

M075-23P5-DR core material is very low loss material, it is considered as the best 

material currently available in the market. The availability of this material is not always 

guaranteed, it is usually used only for particular cases with very high loss capitalization 

and it is the proposed grade in case of GIC.  
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Table 5.11 shows the core grade cost rate ($/kg) in the market as of quarter four 2017. 

M075-23P5-DR is more expensive than M085-23P5-DR by around 0.4 $/kg (14.5% 

higher cost of the same core) [34]. 

Table 5.11, Core materials costing rate, as of Q4-2017. 

Core Materials Grade Costing Rate ($/kg) 

M115-27S5 2.6 

M075-23P5-DR 3.2 

M080-23P5-DR 2.8 
 

Using M075-23P5-DR, the core loss is reduced by 7% at nominal induction level (from 

21.9 kW to 20.4 kW). At 50 A GIC current the core loss reduced also by 7%. 

Accordingly, the core temperature rise also reduced by 1.62 K at 50 A GIC case. 

II. Adding additional cooling channel to the core. 

Another approach is to add an additional cooling duct and to increase the core diameter 

from 575 mm to 580 mm. By adding an additional cooling duct to the core, and 

increasing core diameter from 575 mm to 580 mm to maintain the same operating flux 

density, the cooling efficiency will be increased. An additional cooling duct of 6 mm 

has enhanced the cooling results, by allowing the oil to flow through the middle of the 

core. The core temperature rise reduced at 50 A GIC case from 35.7 K to 23.99 K, with 

an increase in core weight by 113 kg (from 20197 kg to 20310 kg). 
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III. Using of upgraded insulation material wherein contact with the core. 

The core material can withstand temperatures in the range of 800°C (annealed 

temperature of core lamination during manufacturing). The temperature rise limit is 

decided by the insulation of core laminations, pressboard insulation (class A: 105°C) 

and core bolt insulation (class B: 130°C) that might get damaged. 

High-temperature insulation materials, like Nomex material, to be used instead of class 

A materials in the core. However the thermal time constant of the steel material is in 

hours, but to guarantee that no insulation damage might occur to core during sever GIC 

phenomena.   

IV. Reduce the number of HV winding turns by increasing volt per turn 

parameter of the transformer. 

The number of HV winding is one the main deciding factor of flux density shift during 

GIC phenomena. The GIC current multiplied by number turn of HV winding represents 

the DC magnetomotive force (MMF) that drives the core into saturation. A reduction 

in the number of HV winding turns number will significantly decrease the magnitude 

of DC shift of flux density. To do so and to maintain the same voltage level of windings, 

volt per turn parameter should be increased with the same percentage. Increasing volt 

per turn value with the same operating flux density requires larger core cross-sectional 

area. Consequently, the core weight will be increased, but the copper weight also will 

be reduced. 

By reducing number of HV turns from 843 to 694. The core diameter increased from 

575 mm to 640 mm and accordingly the core weight increased by around 5.5 ton. The 

copper weight reduced by around one ton. The saving in reducing the copper weight is 
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2.5 times the cost of the increasing the core weight. Increased volt per turn will cause 

major changes in the transformer, and might lead to non-optimized transformer cost. 

On the other hand, it reduces the magnetic flux density shift during GIC phenomena as 

shown in Table 5.5. 

V. Change of HV winding conductor design, top and bottom parts. 

As observed by a detailed FEM analysis the main radial leakage flux density is on the 

top and bottom parts of windings, where the axial conductor dimension is the main 

deciding factor of stray losses. To minimize the hot spot values in the top and bottom 

of HV winding, one of the followings solutions can be utilized. 

Subdividing the windings conductors into a number of parallel sub-conductors will 

reduce the eddy loss. It is directly proportional the squared of conductor dimensions. 

This is the most logical method of reducing eddy loss of windings. By subdividing the 

winding conductors or using bunched conductors of two or three parallel to enhance 

the space factor, the conductor fabrication price will be increased. Furthermore, the 

short-circuit withstand consideration of conductor dimensions should be also taken into 

consideration while designing. 

A continuously transposed conductor (CTC), where a number of small strand 

rectangular conductors are used in one cable and continuously transposed at regular 

intervals. In CTC, the conductor thickness can reach to 1.2 mm and width of 3.8 mm, 

resulting in less amount of eddy current loss. The high cost of CTC should be 

compensated by the advantage gained by the reduction of losses. The fabrication cost 

of CTC varies with conductor dimensions and the number of strands. 
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Two different conductors’ widths can be used along the winding height. Smaller 

conductor width to be used at the windings end, where the radial flux density 

component is the dominant and incident perpendicularly on the conductors’ width as 

observed by FEM analysis. The top and bottom end discs of HV winding might be 

designed with less number of turns per disc, with larger thickness and lower width. 

A combination of above solutions has been simulated in this thesis. Where a mix of 

rectangular bunched conductors and CTC conductors are used at the top and bottom of 

winding to minimize the eddy loss. The CTC conductor is used for a few top and bottom 

discs instead of using CTC overall the winding height. In this case, the cost is more 

optimized instead of using CTC overall the winding height. 

The proposed design will decide the type of conductors in 92 HV winding discs. The 

top part consists of 18 discs of CTC, bottom part also with 18 disc with CTC and the 

remaining 56 discs left as per original design with the rectangular conductor. The new 

CTC conductor is with 15 rectangular strands, each strand with 4.4 mm by 1.4 mm 

dimension. The original design conductor width is 9 mm. 

Table 5.12 shows the effect of changing 40% of HV winding by CTC conductor. The 

stray losses are reduced by 35% at zero GIC to 43% at 300 A GIC. On the other hand, 

the winding cost increased by the difference between the fabrications costs of bunched 

rectangular conductor and CTC conductor. The fabrication cost of the bunched 

rectangular conductor is 1.7 $/kg, where the CTC fabrication cost is 2.1 $/kg. Hence 

the overall increased winding cost will be 9.5% as only 40% of winding height is 

modified. 
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Table 5.12, Transformer windings losses at different GIC levels, for Case No.1, with CTC. 

 GIC Current (A) 
 0 100 200 300 

Winding Component 
Leakag

e  
(mT) 

Loss 
(kW) 

Leakage  
(mT) 

Loss 
(kW) 

Leaka
ge  

(mT) 

Loss 
(kW) 

Leaka
ge  

(mT) 

Loss 
(kW) 

TV 
Radial 0.08 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.11 0.00 
Axial 57.02 1.57 44.54 0.96 31.52 0.48 18.45 0.16 
I2R   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00 

LV 

Radial 0.30 2.49 0.34 3.18 0.38 3.95 0.45 5.35 
Axial 35.90 6.78 48.99 12.62 62.29 20.41 71.77 27.09 

I2R   109.9
8   111.1

5   111.55   111.86 

HVM 

Radial 0.25 2.02 0.23 1.69 0.21 1.37 0.18 1.08 
Axial 61.06 8.70 65.99 10.16 70.83 11.71 75.65 13.36 

I2R   81.58   105.9
7   133.54   164.29 

HVC 
Radial 0.44 0.36 0.50 0.46 0.56 0.58 0.62 0.71 
Axial 16.75 0.08 22.57 0.15 28.49 0.24 34.42 0.36 
I2R   18.49   23.01   0.00   0.00 

HVF 
Radial 0.35 2.28 0.40 2.95 0.45 3.70 0.50 4.54 
Axial 48.19 0.06 58.37 0.09 68.64 0.12 78.92 0.16 
I2R   19.57   0.00   0.00   0.00 

Total Wdg Resistive Loss (kW) 229.6
2   240.1

3   245.09   276.16 

Total Wdg Stray Loss (kW) 24.35   32.26   42.56   52.80 
Total Transformer Wdg losses 
(kW) 

253.9
7   272.3

9   287.64   328.95 

 

Table 5.13 shows the winding temperature rise in improved Case No.1. The guaranteed 

winding temperature rise of this transformer is 50 K, hence utilizing CTC conductor on 

top and bottom parts of HV winding has led to withstand of GIC current of 100 A. 

Table 5.13, Winding temperature rise in improved Case No.1 during different GIC level. 

Case No. Improved Case 1 
GIC Current (A) 0 100 200 300 

Winding Temperature rise (K) 48.6 49.4 50.7 52.9 
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VI. Adding magnetic shunt on top and bottom of core yoke clamps in addition 

to tank walls. 

As found by FEM analysis, the magnitude of flux density in the top and bottom core 

yoke clamps are increased and might cause a hot spot rise at those locations. However 

the thermal time constant of steel is in hours. To avoid hotspot creation, a magnetic 

shunt is highly recommended to be installed at those locations. Magnetic shunt 

materials is the same as silicon steel core material with very low losses compared with 

mild steel characteristics. The stray losses will be significantly reduced. 

VII. Inserting non-magnetic steel parts in transformer tank and core clamps. 

Inserting non-magnetic materials into the steel structure and core clamps will 

significantly reduce the permeability and accordingly increasing the reluctance value 

of the leakage flux path. In such a way the magnetic flux density shift during GIC 

phenomena will be also smaller and the stray losses will be much less. This case is not 

simulated in this thesis. 

Figure 5.15 shows the flow chart of the adopting mechanism of new design techniques 

to improve the transformer withstand ability against GIC phenomena or any DC 

excitation source.     
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Figure 5.15, Flow chart of the adopting mechanism of new design techniques. 
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5.3 Cost-benefit Analysis  
 

In addition to the benefits gained by utilizing some of the mentioned improved design 

techniques to strengthen the transformer against GIC phenomena, the power 

transformer cost will be affected due to the cost impact of each enhancement case. The 

following sections highlight the cost impact of each technique beside its added benefits. 

It was expected from the beginning of this project that an additional cost will appear in 

the transformer to improve its capability to survive against GIC phenomena, however, 

such increase will extend the life of transformer and avoid any interruption in electric 

power supply during sever GIC phenomena.  

Upgrading the core material grade from M080-23P5-DR to M075-23P5-DR, which has 

a lower specific loss value (Watt/kg). The core loss reduced by 7% at nominal induction 

and at 50 A GIC case. The core temperature rise also reduced by 1.62 K at 50 A GIC 

case. On the other hand, the core cost increased by 14.5% due to utilizing more 

expensive core material. 

Enhancing the cooling efficiency of core by adding one more additional cooling duct 

at the middle of the core has led to a significant reduction in core temperature rise. For 

50 A GIC case, the core temperature rise reduced from 35.7 K to 23.99 K. Due to this 

reduction in temperature rise, it can be said that transformer can withstand 50 A GIC 

without any major insulation damage, especially core insulation materials. On the other 

hand, the core diameter increased to maintain the same operating flux density, from 575 

mm to 580 mm. Enlarging the core diameter increased the core weight from 20197 kg 

to 20310 kg. And consequently, the core cost increased by 0.6%.  
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Utilizing the high-temperature insulation materials for core will also have a major cost 

impact. Nomex materials can withstand much higher temperature level than Class A or 

Class B materials. It has also higher cost, which is around double of the price. In case 

of using high loss core grade material, it is highly recommended to go with such high-

temperature material to avoid any insulation damage, which might lead to transformer 

failure.    

Copper and core weights are always compromised during transformer design stage to 

achieve the optimal cost design. Designing the transformer with higher volt per turn 

value will enlarge the core and reduce the copper weights. This might lead to non-

optimal design. Higher volt per turn means lower number of windings turns, which 

means lower DC magnetomotive force (MMF) during GIC.  

Referring to Case No.4 of induction model, HV winding turns number reduced from 

843 to 694. The core diameter increased from 575 mm to 640 mm and accordingly the 

core weight increased by around 5.5 ton. The copper weight reduced by around one ton. 

The copper LME (London Metal Exchange) value is 6.7 $/kg, whereas the core rate is 

around 3 $/kg as of quarter four 2017. A fabrication cost of 2 $/kg is always added to 

the copper cost, so in total copper cost is 8.7 $/kg and core cost is 3 $/kg. 

Hence the overall transformer cost will be increased by {(5,500 kg x 3 $/kg) – (1,000 

kg x 8.7 $/kg) = 7,800 $}. It represents 5% of copper and core cost. 

Windings stray losses can be reduced by proper selection of windings conductor’s 

dimensions. However, conductor’s dimensions are usually determined to meet a certain 

guaranteed resistive loss and impedance value. The radial magnetic leakage flux is 

dominant at the top and bottom parts of the windings as observed by detailed FEM 

analysis. 
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The new windings conductors design has led to reducing stray losses by 35% with zero 

GIC to 43% in 300 GIC current case. A combination of rectangular conductor and CTC 

conductors are used at the top and bottom of winding (40% of winding height) to 

minimize the eddy loss. The CTC conductor is used for a few top and bottom discs 

instead of using CTC overall the winding height.  

Changing the conductor’s type and dimensions led to increasing winding cost. The 

fabrication costs of bunched rectangular conductor and CTC conductor are 1.7 $/kg and 

2.1 $/kg, respectively. As only 40% of HV winding conductor type changed, the 

winding cost increased by 9.5%.  On the other hand, the winding temperature rise for 

100 A GIC case will be below the guaranteed temperature rise 49.4 K < 50 K. Table 

5.14 summarizes the main new transformer design the cost-benefits analysis. 
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Table 5.14, Summarized cost-benefits analysis of new transformer design. 

Item 
No. Adopted Technique Gained Benefits Cost Impact 

1 

Upgrading the core 
material grade from 
M080-23P5-DR to M075-
23P5-DR. 

The core loss reduced by 
7%. 
The core temperature rise 
reduced by 1.62 K at 50 A 
GIC case. 

The core cost increased 
by 14.5%. 

2 

Enhancing the cooling 
efficiency of core by 
adding one more 
additional cooling duct at 
the middle of the core. 

The core temperature rise 
reduced from 35.7 K to 
23.99 K, in 50 A GIC case. 

Core Weight increased 
by 113 kg. 
The overall core cost 
increased. 

3 

Utilizing the high 
temperature insulation 
materials for core 
(Nomex). 

Withstand much higher 
temperature level than 
Class A or Class B 
materials. 

Core insulation cost is 
doubled. 

4 
Designing the transformer 
with higher volt per turn 
value. 

HV winding turns number 
reduced from 843 to 694.  
Lower MMF and DC flux 
shift during GIC. 
The copper weight reduced 
by one ton. 

The core weight 
increased by 5.5 ton. 
Overall transformer cost 
increased by 5%. 

5 
Redesigning of the top 
and bottom windings 
parts. 

Reduction in stray losses 
by 35% with zero GIC to 
43% in 300 GIC case. 
Winding temperature rise 
for 100 A GIC is 49.4 K, 
lower than 50 K. 

The winding cost 
increased by 9.5%. 

6 
Adding magnetic shunt on 
top and bottom of core 
yoke clamps. 

To avoid any hot spot 
creation at those locations 
due to exceeding 35 mT 
limit flux density. 
 

Core Clamp cost 
increased due to adding 
the shunt. 5% max. 
 

7 

Inserting non-magnetic 
steel parts in transformer 
tank. 
 

To increase the Reluctance 
path of return leakage flux. 
And get lower DC shift. 
 

Tank fabrication might 
increase by 5 to 10% 
max. 
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The overall cost increase in the new power transformer that can survive against 100 A 

GIC current is 9%. It was expected from the beginning of this project that an additional 

cost will appear in transformer to improve its capability to survive against GIC 

phenomena, however such increase will extend the life of transformer and avoid any 

interruption in electric power supply during sever GIC phenomena. 

 

Table 5.15, Percentage increase of new design cost. 

Transformer 
Main 

Component 

Cost Percentage 
out of Total 

Transformer Cost 

Increased 
by 

Contribution on 
Overall 

Transformer Cost 

Copper 30% 10% 2.85% 

Core 20% 20% 4.00% 

Steel Structure 20% 10% 2.00% 

Oil 6% 0% 0.00% 

Insulation 5% 0% 0.00% 

Accessories 19% 0% 0.00% 

Total 9% 
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6 CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Conclusions  

Thesis findings and conclusions can be summarized as follows:  

• A comprehensive literature review has been accomplished on the main 

reported GIC events worldwide since 1989 till today. Investigating the main 

affected transformer parts and performance.  

 

• The effects of different GIC events on power transformers have been 

thoroughly evaluated under different operating conditions, no-load and 

loaded conditions.  

 

• Detailed FEM simulation of power transformers behavior during the GIC 

phenomena. Two detailed FEM models have been created to simulate the 

power transformer behavior when subjected to such a phenomena. The first 

model is to find out an accurate induction shift due to GIC current, and the 

second model is to evaluate the additional stray losses that might occur in 

windings. 

 

• Modeling of power transformer response to the GIC phenomena using a 

PSCAD tool. The saturation behavior of power transformer has been 
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modeled using the PSCAD to exactly find out the relationship between GIC 

levels and absorbed reactive power, which is a linear relationship. 

 

• Using the FEM tool to evaluate the eddy current losses in windings, by 

finding out the exact leakage flux components (axial and radial) and to 

control it by redesigning the winding parts where the radial leakage flux 

densities are dominant. 

 

• Specify the main locations in power transformer where magnetic shunts 

should be added in parallel with steel structure parts to avoid any hotspot 

creation (Tank Wall, Core Clamps), Based on FEM analysis of magnetic 

leakage flux distribution. 

 

• Proposed different design techniques that reduce the severity of GIC event 

along with their cost impact, such that core material and design, windings 

type and design, utilizing non-magnetic materials in tank structure.   

 

• Conducting the cost-benefits analysis on all proposed design techniques that 

enhance the withstand ability level of power transformer against GIC event. 

To withstand 50 A GIC current without any trouble, 15.1% increase in core 

cost, 5% increase due to higher volt per turn and 9.5% increase to account 

for the change in windings type and design. Those increased costs in each 

part have strengthened the transformer to withstand 50 A GIC current.   
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

• To use 3D model instead of 2D model to obtain more accurate results.  

• To evaluate the GIC effects on higher voltage class power transformer, 500 

kV or higher. 

• To simulate the transformer behavior under GIC event in presence of 

different abnormal conditions like transient and short circuit events.  
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